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The 1985 Spectrum Is Dedicated to

Mr. Diego Gomez



Mr. Gomez receiving his plaque of appreciation from Mr. Gallant

Fourteen years! It seems only yesterday that Diego Gomez began his trilingual career at Stanstead

College. A native speaker of Spanish from Chile, Mr. Gomez has been teaching French and Spanish at

Stanstead since his first day of classes and has naturally been getting along quite famously in English also.

During these years his family matured and his four children began making their own lives. Son Marcelo

was a Stanstead student and well-known by staff and students. Daughter Marisol attended school in

Newport in the years before girls returned to Stanstead. His two oldest children were in university by the

time he came to Stanstead.

Students will never forget his admonishments to the sleepy, the lazy or the just plain recalcitrant.

“What is it you are doing? Do you never listen? Wake up! Pay attention to me! Where is your notebook?

My goodness! I write and write on the board but you do nothing!” Then there were the weekly oral

examinations in Spanish and French. One couldn’t avoid learning the basic grammar and vocabulary of

Spanish because of the drill and never-ending patience of Mr. Gomez. Sometimes one would wonder

about the sudden shuffle of feet and the sound of chairs being pushed back followed by the loud slam of

the back door of Lebaron Hall right in the middle of a class. It was soon known that Mr. Gomez had

challenged his class to a race around the track—a wake-up technique probably—and you know he never

lost a race. It seems he was quite a runner in his youth, a fact that his innocent students didn’t know until

after that first race. Then it was back to the classroom and the singing of some lively Spanish or French

songs to sharpen pronunciation.

During a great many of his years at Stanstead Mr. Gomez was to be seen on the soccer field with a

team. He travelled with the players, encouraged sportsmanship and helped players to develop their

potential. Even after he stopped coaching one might see him refereeing a match.

Some will remember the evenings spent in playing chess as he took students through a series of matches

and tournaments. Could you beat him in ping-pong? The tournaments in Bugbee were exciting. Will you

forget the bulletin board where he posted reproductions of art works and wrote explanatory notes about

the artist and his works?

In recent years he escaped occasionally to his cottage on Lake Wallace to canoe and bicycle and to relax

with his wife Yoly. Now he will be at his house near North Hatley, so we hope to see him from time to

time.

Gracias, merci mille fois, thank you very much, Senor Gomez. II nous a fait plaisir de vous connaitre

comme professeur et collegue. Nous vous souhaitons bon courage, bonne sante et un avenir rempli de

bonheur. Vous nous avez touches et nous en sommes reconnaissants. Votre identite demeurera intacte a

Stanstead car personne ne pourra jamais vous remplacer. Nos meilleurs voeux. Nous esperons que vous

reviendrez nous voir tous les deux.

—Paul Duncan
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Headmaster’s Message

MR. GALLANT

I look forward to the end of this school year with some regret, because a large and
very fine graduating class will leave a gap that is hard to fill. Half of the graduating class

this year has been at the school for four years or longer. In fact, six of this year’s

graduates entered in grade seven in 1979, the year the school returned to co-education.
The graduating grade twelve class has given much to the school, collectively and as in-

dividuals. 1 will miss them.
The same is true for those students in grade eleven who are graduating and going off

to college. They too have contributed greatly to their school. All of the graduates will, I

hope, take a lot with them: a feeling of accomplishment, lifelong friendships, ambition
and intellectual skills. Above all, I hope they take with them a sense of responsibility, an
understanding that they are very privileged young men and women who will be expected
to be leaders and contributors, rather than followers and takers.

Our graduates are passing from a period in their lives when most decisions have been
made for them, to a period where they will have to decide. I hope that Stanstead’s
graduates will have learned to face up to these decisions and to make the right moral and
ethical choices that any humane civilization requires. They are ready and they are
capable, and I wish them the very best of luck and opportunity in the future.

1 am also sorry to see some faculty members ««graduate»» this year. Mr. Diego
Gomez retires in June after fourteen years at the school. Mike Peirce is moving to

Appleby College to teach mathematics and Mrs. Carruthers is leaving her position as

school nurse. It has been a pleasure for me to work with these fine professionals for

many years and I appreciate the major contributions they have made to the school. I will

miss them, but I am grateful for what they and the graduating students leave behind.
Peter Ashworth, the editors, and contributors to this year’s Spectrum, have worked

very hard to put together a premium issue. They should be justifiably proud of their

achievement in leaving a complete record of a busy and productive school year.
Congratulations on a job well done.
To everybody who appears in this yearbook - teachers, staff, students, trustees and

parents; and to those who somehow missed the sharp eyes of the photographers and do
not appear - many thanks for your contribution to a fine team effort this year.

t

Faculty
HEADMASTER:
DEPUTY HEADMASTER:
BUSINESS MANAGER:
DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS:
DIRECTOR OF STUDIES:
SENIOR HOUSE DIRECTOR:

ACADEMIC FACULTY

Mr. Xavier Abrioux, B.A., B.Ed.
Miss Patty Carleton, B.Math, B.Ed.
Mr. Peter Channell
Mr. Thomas Daly, B.Sc., B.Ed.
Mrs. Dorothy Duncan, B.A.
Mr. Paul Duncan, M.A.
Mrs. Doris Edgar
Mr. Andy Elliot, B.A., B.Ed.
Mr. Anthony Eveleigh, Dip. Ed.
Mr. Diego Gomez, M.A.
Mrs. Margaret Graham, D.A.
Mr. Peter Howard, Dip. Ed.

Miss Lise Morel, B.A., B.Ed.
Miss Bernadette Roche, B.Sc., B.Ed.
Mr. Marc Shefler, B.Sc., B.Ed.
Mr. Peter Thomson, B.A.
Mr. William Walker, B.A., Dip. Ed.

Mr. K.H.B. Gallant, M.A.
Mr. A.J. Philip, M.Sc.
Mr. P.A. Wood, B.Sc., B.A.Sc
Mr. M.R. Peirce, B.A., B.Ed.
Mr. Brian Denney, B.A., B.Ed.
Mr. Peter Ashworth, B.A.

Assistant House Director: Davis French
Assistant House Director: Bugbee Mathematics
Physical Education, Swimming
Physics

English, English Second Language
Department Head: Languages French
House Director: Colby
Economics, History, Mathematics
Department Head: Math /Science Mathematics
French, Spanish

Art

English

French

Assistant House Director: Colby Chemistry
Biology, Chemistry, Science

Computer Science

Geography, History
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m mmA Tribute To
Daniele Dumont came to us as a beginning teacher and spent two

years with us. From the beginning she was able to cope with the

teaching of French as if she had been in the classroom for several

years. She was enthusiastic about her work and approached it in a

calm and methodical manner. Her students were contented with their

classes and respected her knowledge and methods.

As one of the people responsible for the swimming programme at

Stanstead she was always available for advice and encouragement

during practices and during competitions. Her good humour and

pleasant way made life pleasant for those who met her in the

classroom or at the pool. While busy with her full teaching load and

her sports commitment she was also assistant director of Colby

House, the residence for girls and she certainly spent many hours

seeing to the smooth running of the house. We only wish that we
could have kept her with us for several years, but she had a future to

consider; marriage to another Stanstead teacher, David Brown and a

consequent move and new horizons in Ontario. We wish her good

luck and success in her life and career.

Paul Duncan

Tony Eveleigh
In July 1984 we were sorry to say goodbye to David Sutherland,

who was responsible for teaching senior physics, some mathematics

and biology. David’s thoroughly academic approach did a great deal

to raise the Physics standards. This is said as a faculty member for it

is realised some students felt their minds were being stretched beyond

limit and they would never emerge from under the pile of work.

David was innovative, creative and incredibly enthusiastic. Thanks

to him we witnessed the “egg drop” and the “bridge building”; two

competitions that generated a great deal of interest, experimentation

and learning. Science fairs were tackled w'ith dedication and vigour on

the part of David and knee knocking on the part of the students he

examined.

As an Assistant House Director in Davis house, David and his dog

‘Sam’ gave great support to the housemaster and students alike.

Coaching bantam Soccer was a somewhat frustrating experience but

the students appreciated his concern and encouragement.

David left us to teach in Ontario where he could join his wife who
is practicing in Law.
We wish both every success in the future.

Tony Eveleigh



In 1971 Mr. Richard Chen came from Bishop’s University to teach

Chemistry and Mathematics. Within a year he was joined by his

delightful wife Adelina. It is doubtful if anyone, at that time, realised

the positive influence this young couple would have on the College.

As the years passed Mr. Chen taught less mathematics and eventually

became Stanstead’s one chemistry teacher. Many university students

have found their first year chemistry courses painless, thanks to the

knowledge, enthusiasm and dedication of Richard Chen. Our

examination and competition results have reflected this. Science fairs

have been enriched by his creativity.

Excellence in academics was not enough. As Housemaster of Bugbee,

Richard’s kindness and understanding has helped many students

through difficult times. An excellent soccer coach, he has coached at

different levels finishing up with a very successful Senior girls team.

Talented in music, he was an accompianist for the choir, played in

assembly and was always appreciated at a sing-a-long. The Pinnacle

Computer Camp owes a great deal to Mr. Chen’s organization and

directorship. A born gambler, it was a pleasure to see Richard’s prowess

and flair at the annual Casino night.

For a few students, their most cherished memories from Stanstead will

be the educational visit to Hong Kong and China. On two occasions

Richard organized and with his wife accompanied the students on most

successful trips.

The Chen’s home was the centre for our Oriental Students. A Place to

celebrate their new year, a place to talk and be heard and of course, a

place to eat the most delicious food. In fact, all students and faculty

loved to be invited to the Chen’s for the warm hospitality and excellent

cuisine.

Mrs. Chen was also very active in the community: A College librarian,

member of local organizations and co-owner of the Moon Palace, a

restaurant where many happy house parties and where delicious food

was devoured by all .

During all of this the Chens managed to raise a family of four. The

two eldest, Beatrice and George attended the College winning an em-

barassing number of academic and athletic honours.

We are sad to see the Chen family leave us, but also grateful that we

had the pleasure of having them with us for so long.

The faculty and students wish them every success in their new ventures

in Toronto.

Tony Eveleigh

Marie Vautier spent four years at Stanstead before leaving us to continue graduate

work for a doctorate in literature. She rapidly became known for her vivacious ap-

proach to teaching French and for her love of the French language. Many students

will remember the very numerous pieces of work that she prepared for them and will

also never forget that it was next to impossible not to make progress in French. Being

in Marie Vautier’s class meant a lot of work, lots of fun and laughter, and a deep

sense of satisfaction in something accomplished and well done. She had to be a

versatile teacher and she was. Beginners, French as second language or French as

mother language, Madame Vautier rose to the challenge and CHALLENGED!
Outside the classroom her involvement was particularly strong in her role as one of

the coaches of the cross-country ski programme. Whether it was for regular team

practices or during competition her advice and encouragement was strong and

especially so because of her enthusiasm for the sport.

Students will equally remember her participation in planned trips to make French a

living reality while visiting Quebec City or attending a play or concert.

Our deepest thanks to Marie Vautier for her four years at Stanstead and for her

contributions to the French programme and other activities of boarding school life.

How we wished she could have stayed with us even longer. We wish her much good
luck and success in the years to come.

Paul Duncan



Academic Staff

Standing: P. Wood, M. Shefler, D. Duncan, A. Philip, P. Ashworth, P. Duncan, T. Daly, P. Channell, R. Peirce,

A. Eveleigh, W. Walker, B. Denney, P. Howard, X. Abrioux.

Sitting: B. Carruthers, P. Carleton, D. Gomez, D. Gallant, B. Gallant, M. Graham, M. Peirce, D. Edgar, A.

Elliot.
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Nurses, Library and Tuck Shop

Top left Mrs. B. Carruthers (Mom), Nurse
Top right Miss Frankie Martel, Nurse
Middle left Mrs. Jackie Charland, Tuck Shop
Middle right Mrs. Judy Philip, Library

Lower right Mrs. Vickie Reynolds, Library
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The Kitchen Staff

S. Webb M. Batchelor

S. Dubois
S. Dubois E. Chamberlain N. Warren
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Maintenance Staff

Front: C. Haskell, E. Martin T. Middleton, K. Reynolds

Back: S. Lang, A. Silver, L. Reynolds, H. Stremmelaar

Ricky Trevail Larry Reynolds
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Ernie’s Retirement

On December 1st, 1984, Ernest Martin of the maintenance staff took
early retirement. “Ernie”, as he has been affectionately known over the
years by both staff and generations of students, has been with the
College for 36 years. Ernie was born in Magog on the 16th of July 1922,
and came to Stanstead as a young boy with his parents, Mr. & Mrs.
Arthur Martin, both of whom were long time employees with the
College. His father was responsible for the operation of the school farm
on the back campus for many years. Ernie started working at the College
with his father when he was still a teenager. After some five years, he left

to go to work at Butterfields, and returned to the school approximately
five years later. During his lifetime of service with the College, Ernie has
played a variety of roles, working as a truck driver, messenger, han-
dyman, night watchman and maintenance man. For many years, he kept

the roads and paths clear of snow in winter, and the lawns mowed and
shrubs trimmed in summer. He witnessed the many building fires and
their subsequent rebuilding, as well as the more recent expansion of our
school facilities. His knowledge of the school grounds, and its facilities

:al services made him a valuable source
to the school.ot mlormation lor “new-comers

Ernie, who grew up in a family of five brothers and two sisters, and
his wife have two children (one boy and one girl), four grandchildren and
two great-grandchildren. For many years, he and his family lived in the east side of the “Farmhouse” on
the back campus. His mother, Mrs. Emelia Martin, is 87 years of age and resides in the Stevens Rest
Home in Rock Island.

A retirement dinner took place on the 20th of December 1984, in the school dining hall, at which time
the entire school staff paid tribute to Mr. and Mrs. Martin.
To Ernie and his wife, we extend our best wishes for a happy retirement

Phil Wood 13



Laundry Staff

Wendy Wood, Alta Sheldon, Evelyn Sisco

Cleaning Ladies

Left to right; M. Goudreau, J. Dustin, E. Sisco, B. Brock, D. Cunnington,

I. Comstock.

Seamstress: Jackie Tilton
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Office Staff

1. Mr. M. Peirce

2. Miss J. Cass

3. Mrs. C. Peirce

4. Mrs. J. MacDonald

5. Mr. P. Wood
6. Mrs. J. Peirce

7. Mr. C. Jacques

Admissions

Secretary

Accounting clerk

Development

Business manager

Secretary to

Headmaster

Accountant

5 .
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Opening Day
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Solid Gold Dancers
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“Hello, Remember Me?”
“Hey, This Song is Great!”
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Colonel James Irwin Visits Stanstead

Winilfll

November 29th, 1984 was a very exciting day for Stanstead College students. Colonel James Irwin, World famous
astronaut and a man who left his foot prints on the moon, came to the school to share his adventures in space, to show a
movie of his flight to the moon and to answer the questions of Stanstead students.

Wearing his blue astronaut uniform with the gold leaves on his cap and the gold wings on his chest. Colonel Irwin
immediately captivated the students with his easy manner and twinkling eyes. He is a very slight man, full of energy and
enthusiasm, with a direct and commanding presence.

Colonel Irwin began his speech by talking of his young days, trying to decide about university; considering the legal

profession; wondering about a military career, influenced by his father who said he was sorry he ever left the army. His
decision was made for him when he was turned down by the prestigious law school and by the military academy to which
had applied but he was accepted by the Naval Academy at Annappolis. His great ambition was to become a pilot and he
has many happy memories of his time at the academy, flying the naval biplanes with pontoons known as “Yellow Perils”.

About this time, the Soviets proved that man can fly into space and Jim Irwin knew that the thing he wanted most was
to be an astronaut. He applied many times to the program, always being turned down, and finally, very discouraged and
having reached the age limit, he asked for re-assignment to a desk job. Then, in 1966 it was decided to select a few more
astronauts and Jim Irwin was called.

At this point Jim Irwin told the students, “Now' I will take you where ! have been, you can see what 1 have seen. We
will begin our journey into space,” and the movie began.

The flight was twice around the earth and then to the moon and three days later, right on time, right in the targeted
area, they were there, at Apollo 15 Hadley-Apennine Landing Site. Three craters just where they were supposed to be -

Matthew, Mark and Luke. A quarter of a million miles and right on target. A hard landing, kicking up the dust, but it

soon cleared and they were there for three days to explore the mountains of the moon. There was no sound there, no
atmosphere, no sky, only the blackness of space and the bright stars.

Colonel Irwin talked of the contribution Canada had made to the space program: crews, willing hands, the manipulator
arm, legs for the lunar module made in Montreal, and he said how lucky the United States is to have Canada as a nor-
thern neighbour.

32 Joan Macdonald
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The Variety Show
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The Tae Kwon-Do Club
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This year marks the first year that Tae Kwon-Do has been
introduced to Stanstead since 1979, when it was under the

organization of different instructors. Now it has been revitalized

under new management, and was entirely successful. The Blue
Wave Tae Kwon-Do association has its headquarters in Newport,
Vermont, where it is headed by Mr. Robert Decker. Many people
remember the demonstration put on by the people from Newport
who consented to come to Stanstead and give us a demo, and
many people remember how one of the instructors was injured. In

spite of this, after the demonstration many people signed up and
were enthusiastically eager to start their first class. At the end of
the year only eleven people were left, but those eleven worked
very hard. The highlight of the year came when those eleven

students tested for belt promotion at Sunnyside school. Congratu-
lations to Mike Sander, Andrea Mickie, Jean-Fred Juster, Andrew
Johnson, Jean Langevin, Jean-David Begin, Danny Robinson,
Vivienne Christie, and Zubin Panthaki who all successfully made
yellow belt, and to Matthew Harding and Joseph Harding who
received a green stripe on their yellow belt. Tae Kwon-Do stresses

character and leadership, and I hope that those people all benefitted

from this year’s lessons.

Many Thanks to Mr. Guay, our sensei (who was presented with
a plaque for his efforts), and Mr. Ashworth, who was the co-

ordinator this year, without whom we would not have gotten
started. Hopefully next year we will have a larger enrollment and
we will have an even better year than we had this year. Good luck

to all people leaving next year, and to everyone that’s coming
back- practice hard!

Matthew Harding
Andrea Mickie
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The Great Challenge..-Staff vs Prefects
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The woman seated, staying still

Thinking about her life;

She knows that she is over the hill.

And the pain cuts like a knife.

She is frustrated, lost and senile

As the days just wash away
There isn’t much time that’s left you know
Till her sole is washed astray.

Peter Morris

Sous le soleil d’ete

Sous la pluie d’automne
Sous la neige de decembre
Et les bourgeons de Mai
Mon couer et mes pensees
Vers toi se tourne

Pour pouvoir te faire dont
De ce cadeau qu’est l’amour

Karina Cloutier

CONFUSION OF LIFE

How could it be ?

To give so much
receive so little

am I so wrong
to feel this way ?

Are you then right

to feel no pity,

to show no caring,

to go your way.
Your life goes on
but mine does not

how your sweet memories
long forgot

Although to you
it is the end,

care for me not

you may pretend.

I know you well

but none can tell

the reason for this

senseless end.

Patrick Duvert

THE MIRROR

When I look into the mirror,

I see only what I wish to see.

I look no further for fear of being hurt.

I realize I must face truth and reality.

It hurts.

Ann Marie Buyting

FRIENDSHIP

You have laughed through sadness

You have smiled through fears

You have let your gladness

shine through all your tears

So let’s make our friendship last

Indeed you hear

Never forget me, I’ll

be there for you my dear...

Susie Bourgeault



Mirror mirror what do you see

You should reveal the truth to me

All I see is horror and darkness
Why don’t you show me something with brightness

Mystery mirror tell me why
You act like such an evil spy

You have to tell me what to do
So I can see my life right through

Peter Morris

PRIDE AND HAPPINESS

How proud I feel

for the second time...

they don’t know why,
but they just stare at me
wondering if I got a good
grade or something similar to it...

And how proud I feel...

It doesn’t make any sense to them
because they don’t

know me, that’s why I hide it.

I could let them know about it,

but the walls talk a lot.

And how proud I feel...

this is like a dream
for me, don’t wake me up;

please...

I know it is almost impossible

to live in a dream when
we shall follow the steps of

reality, but there are still

manners to follow and live

In a dream world forever..,

But how proud I feel...

It doesn’t make any sense

for them, because they are

not my kind, their eyes are

on another kind of road...

And how proud I feel...

I’m sure they won’t envy
me; but I hide it...

I live in a dream world

I live in a dream, my heart

is opening and letting me
comprehend my other brothers...

And how proud I feel...

I can’t feel desire anymore.
He is a gentle brother, who
softly calls me, his voice is glory...

how humble the spirit, how sweet!

his smile fills my heart with joy . .

.

And how proud I feel;

And how happy lam...

When the moon
Shall shine light

Upon the quiet pond
And the wind
Shall still

The coolness of the night

And the birds

Shall lighten

The heart of those

Who seem blinded by terror,

Only then
Will I believe

There is to be
Kindness in mankind
Liveliness in boredom
And the world shall live

In happiness and joy

Lysane N. Gauthier

DREAMS AND REALITY

You are but a dreamer,
that is what 1 despise

You’re sure you’ll be famous
anytime in your life.

I won’t try to warn you,
you can’t understand
for all you can see

is your future so grand.
You’ll know for yourself

what many have learned,

that life is a bitch

and to live you must earn.

So just keep on dreaming
I couldn’t care less,

for in only your dreams
you are but the best.

ADMITTING DEFEAT

I’m a veteran soldier, ragged and worn.
Now nothing will suffice.

My heart’s been ravaged, ripped and torn.

Revenge for my traitor’s price.

I walk alone into the night.

With the cold wind at my side.

Time marches by: left-right, left-right,

As I stumble on, stripped of pride.

So many miles my feet have walked,

Step once so steady and sure-
But from the first stumble on, my heart has balked.

Wounded by that which has no cure.

My mind and heart now feel no fear,

My eyes no longer blind,

Yet the anguished screams are all I hear,

Is the war left so far behind?
The inner turmoil rises,

Causing an uncontrollable shake.

Nothing my traitor’s freedom buys,

Can save the sanity at stake.

I guess I should’ve read the signs,

And stop what had begun.
I’ve signed my fate on the dotted line

—

The war is over and you’ve won.

44 Pili Hernandez By Claudia Simons



The room is full of cells. Quite a large room. As for the cages, each is filled with one of ‘us’. The entire place resembles a
catacomb, only the contents of the niches are living. Though not for long. The colours of the place are earth tone, but in some
spots there is some glinting metal or glass. The monotome of the prison drives me, and I presume most of the others, mad. 1

presume this because it is hard to tell what the others’ state and state of mind is, as we cannot converse with each other. It is

hard to do so through iron bars and thick glass. In some cages there are creatures which do not resemble us even in a tiny way.
But the torture that they go through is the same as ours: unmerciful, cruel and based on no reason but pure evil.

That is the only way to characterize the reasoning and thoughts of our captors: EVIL. I should know. For I, along with the
others provided, have been here since birth. I guess we have inherited some sort of enmity from our fathers that is being
revenged. Maybe our race was taken prisoner in some war by the horrific men who now threaten our lives upon their entry
after ‘sunrise’. (Something 1 have never seen but my ears prick up almost by instinct when it is spoken by my kind’s killers.) I

don’t know what the rest of the world lives through, but if it is to be under constant and eternal wondering if your life is to be
ended slowly and very painfully that day or the next, or the next, then I have mercy and pity on them as they must have for us.

If this mental deterioration of will to live is not enough for one to lose all hope of surviving the atrocities in this chamber of
death and pain, then think along the same lines on to the physical state of one if he is put into a cell at birth, then left there to
patiently sit for many days of his prematurely shortened life, while being fed only water and some sort of crunchy pellets and
watching others of your own kind die in excruciating pain in ways that you will, with small reason to doubt, be subjected to
yourself sometime during your stay in hell. For that is surely what we are in.

Hark, morning must be here for I hear the portal of this dungeon being opened in its own slow scraping metal-on-metal
manner. A beam of real light enters to flood the artificially dimmed fluorescent lighted room. But as quickly as it came it is

gone for the true professional butchers know that sunlight is heat, and heat spoils the day’s slaughtering.
The men, there are four of them, all wear neat white uniforms with small badges on the arms and chest pockets. I always

thought that white, which is my colour also, was a colour of peace and cleanliness. I was obviously not right in my theory. For
these monsters seemed to find that it gave them a sort of dignity and importance. An attempt to raise them from the low scum
appearance they have with us.

The first part of the daily routine of the beasts is to feed us. Although we look with contempt upon them who slowly murder
us, the feeling is mutual. What bothers me is they have no consciousness at all towards us. They should know I hate the rubbish
they call food fit for us, but it is presented to us in a gracious manner that makes me sick.

This part of the routine is also a sort of early warning for the day’s victims for they are not given any food before they are
taken to the table of pain and grief in the center of the room. It is not the table I’m describing, actually, it’s the actions per-
formed on it being characterized.

Today is one of the better days. Only three cells in the room are not distributed the scarce rations. A feeling of paranoia
must creep through the shoulders of the chosen, the moment when food does not fall into their dish but passes to the next.
The first caged door opened is occupied by one of the older of our dying clan. Pray God for the poor soul. The victim is

taken by the neck, placed roughly onto a table and locked in a restrained position with a specially designed device. How many
times have I seen this routine done throughout my stay here. The white-clad man with a gold-labelled pin on his lapel, ob-
viously signifying some sort of rank and honour for all of the blood which has spilled due to his actions, paces to a cabinet in
the corner of the room. It is opened to take out a hypodermic needle in order to give the panic-stricken victim a dose of some
chemical potion, no doubt to ascertain what effect it will have on the mortal tied mercilessly to the platform.
The green liquid is syringed into the needle, then transferred into the body lying upon the table. The next few minutes must

have been the most painful during the entire life of the victim, for he jerked and shook spasmodically through a series of
convulsions and then fell limp onto the surface of the table.

One of the butchers stayed and wrote some details in a little black book, probably an elimination count pamphlet keeping
records of stock for the entertainment of the ghouls. As this was being done, another specimen was taken out for torture, but
this time after he was put into the immobility trap instead of a needle being inserted into him, his eyes were smeared with a
colourful slime. The scene stayed the same for a couple of minutes, while the man just sat and made observations during their
long stare at the sight. Then they took the stiff corpse and paraded it in front of us. Hell, the guy’s eyes had expanded out of
his head and his skin was greyish-blue.

The third picked cage was occupied by some other sort of creature. He had luck on his side, for all that happened to him was
that a dial clipped to a wire placed in his ear was checked and tightened, causing without doubt more pain, for the beast
squealed in anguish and fury. Then he was shut back into seclusion and confinement to wait for the next visit.

So passed the day of a Class A murdering squad. Two deaths and one torture session, and then they sit down to discuss the
day and their doings, while continually writing in a notebook. All of this is done over cups of coffee and a dozen doughnuts.
How sick these people must be, for at the moment I am not even craving for their food after what I have seen.
For a couple of hours they sit and talk of their lives and the ‘weekend’, a period where we are left alone in our cells without

food or ‘visits’ for quite a time. I have a feeling that they are trying to cheat someone as they sit. Usually eight or nine cells are
checked for life being inside, chances are in order to eliminate it. So after this long rest from their ‘hard’ work the group leader
notices something on his wrist and tells everyone to leave. Following removal of the body bag and arranging of the equipment,
the group departs through the noisy portal with a clicking of the lock.
As soon as the regiment left, time seemed to slow itself down. It was as if it was doing so purposely in order to antagonize

our cause. Everything seemed to tilt against us in contempt. The monotony of the scene was mentally unbearable, secluded
from a would-be automatically made friend by a few inches of bars, glass and cement.
Movement is an event in this room. This is because there is not much unoccupied space to move to. And the agony of this is

that movement is the only sign of life that can be given to notify the others of your state, so it is hard to know who is alive or
dead, although it would really make no difference to an individual.

Well, who cares anyway. I guess I might as well eat while I can. Upon tests of the dry rough pellets of ‘nutrition’, I know
why I detest them so. To rid my throat from the thirst caused by the grains, I sip on my water which is now fairly stagnant due
to its sitting in a dish for two days without refills; they don’t change the water unless it is all drunk or evaporated. Well, what a
refreshing meal. I guess I’ll speed up time by taking a nap for a while.

I awake startled by an image of being cut open upon the table in front of me in the middle of the room. But I guess that was
not the sole reason for my awakening, for I once again hear a familiar whining caused by the chamber’s portal. It seems odd
for this to be a return visit by our captors, unless it is a new method of faster elimination.

But no, these men are not our same oppressors, but they may be new recruits. They are clothed in an even more terrifying
apparel. It is a black suit with mask, side shoulder slung sack, and backpack with many compartments on the outer material.
The group of six begins to tear through the room ripping cage doors open and carefully taking my race out to the unknown
past the door. Two of them gradually stop this activity and begin to destroy not only the cages but the entire place, smashing
poisons and other harmful potions and equipment to the floor. A thing I have wished to accomplish for quite a time. (This
automatically signifies their alliance with us.)

Finally one of the men gets to my cage, as I am one of the last to be taken out. He takes me in his arms, commenting to
another on my beauty compared to some of the others.

As I turn my head, I see one of the saviours painting with a sort of can upon the walls:

ANIMAL

LIBERATION

FRONT
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Love is like a new pair of shoes.

The attraction may be need,

or it may be want.

Are they practical,

or a totally new concept?

They may fit perfectly,

or they may improve as they become worn in.

Are they for everyday or formal wear?

Maybe once they’re yours,

they aren’t what you thought you were getting.

You may never want to get rid of them.

Even when they’re worn out,

the bond is beyond replacement.

They just might be added to your

collection of useless purchases in

the closet.

Love is a new pair of shoes.

Kristin MacPherson

The sands of time run out so fast

One hardly sees the years go past.

Sometimes I think of things I’ve done,

Of the times I’ve lost, the times I’ve won.

Great passions, love and war and hate,

All gently mellow, dim, or wait

The urge to “Win”, to “Do or Die”
Is stilled by reason, asking “Why?”

To you who’ve only just begun
From one whose race is almost run

Is passed the wisdom of this word,

Though honest answer’s seldom heard.

Of times you’ll ask yourself, “Why?”
And tell yourself a whopping lie,

No need to hang your head in shame.

For fifty years I did the same!

GOODBYE

It’s coming to the end, and everyone is in a daze

Running around trying to stay happy, it’s such a maze.

It’s been a year, always together

It doesn’t seem like it at all

The days have passed but the end seemed like forever

Now it’s here and our hearts are going to fall.

There has been so much love shared

So many smiles, and then the tears

And then we find out at the end how much we cared.

We trusted, and told each other our fears

It’s going to be so hard saying goodbye
watching everyone walking away

Our hearts will ache and our eyes will cry

Holding on and in a way wishing we could stay

But we’ve shared our love, now and forever

And our tears will be filled with memories
of this place.

These people are impossible to forget, I never could.

Now leaving is what we have to face!

By Kathleen McDaniel

LOVE IS

Love is to be near someone who cares

Someone to listen to all you will share

Someone to be there on one of those days

Someone to tell you that things will be OK.

Janet Edgar

Anon.
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-Peter Morris and Eva Ciampini are united as one,

some people give it two weeks
-I. Tremblay says about R. Salem, “he uses me as a
kissing machine”
-X. Abrioux and B. Roche-there are rumours going
on.

-C. Blois and Mr. Denny dance the night away
-M. Gisser asks two out in 5 minutes-is turned down
by both

-P. Kelly and K. Battah on the rocks-P.K. studies-de-

cides to take underwater basketweaving
-K. Battah and K. Battah finito so M. Peirce steps in

at dance

-R. Hess and P. Giroux hit it off but N. Hess (big sis)

says no way
-D. Pickles makes the moves on D. Fung
-C. McDonough and G. Gallant, is there hope?
-J. Gilchrist and C. Blois at last

-I. Tremblay and N. Moores take on Shawinigan
-C. Boulos is madly in love with I. Innus “even
though” he says “she just wants my body”
-T. Eryou and P. Quinlan try to pick up Annexe and
have more than their share of success (a little vanity
never hurt anybody)
-T. Burgis makes a move on K. Park at D.J.’s

-A. Johnson gets belted by husband
-N. Hess kept up while K. Battah talks about Pat
Kelly

-L. Frechette at E. Walker’s having candle light din-

ner, Late for football the next day
-Pidoux and Elliot-will there be Elliot dolls?

-girls drool over Phil Charron
-Captain Quinlan wins again-in more ways than one
-C. Blois and N. Morres still fight T. Eryou-Naomi is

in the lead

-Colleen M. still asks about Geoff G.
-T. Burgis and Tweety in Montreal crying over Jocko
-B. Fleury and R. Hirsh at sports assembly
-D. Fung skis over cliff

-Mr. Gallant wipes out in front of Davis
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-P. Kelly publicly declares love for turtles and swears

to remain faithful

-Xav and Bernie-true love on stage

-Sam and Bats are going for the gold

-D. Pic falls for A.J.

-N.H. any man is okay
-E.F. and K.M. hit it off

-J.D.B. and C.B. go for the gusto

-F.H. and D.V. are in love

-Wiggles and Quake (G.G.) dance the night away
-Radio Stanstead reveals

-E.D. confesses

-M.T. gets into Annexe but P.W. gets carded

-E.C. in love with J.G. or P.Q.

-Wiggles and our “old friend”

-N.M. and Emmskis at Annexe
-R.S. then T.B. and now T.E. for I.T. (figure that

one out)

-C.M. and J.F.J. hit it off at last

-T.E. and N.M. together and N.M. wants contract

-M-C.G. says no to R.P-H. so he runs to Montreal

-I.I.’s party J.F.J. and C.M. on the rocks because of

P.K.

-tears shed by I. Tremblay and N.M. over T.E.

-T.B. and N.D. plan for grad (seven times, eh.)

-G.G. & B.C.S. bag, poor Wiggles

-K.L. has busy weekend with Colin and Jamie
-E.F. goes to grad with L.B. after L.B. says no to

M.G.
-N.M. says no to Z.P.; Z.P. heartbroken

-Wiggles wins wet T-shirt contest

-E.D. and K.M. going to grad

-T.E. and D.P. cute couple

-Class of 83, where was he (B.G.)?

-C.M. STILL shedding tears over P.K.

-Bats makes moves on Wing
-M.G. finally finds grad date

-Wiggles and Quake at Studio 55

-Bats passes out someplace

-Riad delivers speech with technicolor yawn finish
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Each year. when one sits down to write about

another year in the residence, all kinds of events

and people come to mind. At the same time, it is

not possible to simply name a few.

As a group, the Grade 10’s were “into” games.
All kinds of games could be included in this

category. Not only “D & D” or Diplomacy, but

“the late night smoker”, “Derrick Broad-
casting”, “Loome& Plourde’s disaster zone” and
“the French Connection invading the ranks of the

Grade 1 1 girls”. All in all, not a bad group.

The Grade 1 1 ’s were certainly a worldly group;

Doug, the Hong Kong punker; Michael from
Maine; Dubai Duvert; Glenn, the Nigerian

philosopher; Nick, the Greek Mad Dog; Aurelio,

the Venezulian womanizer; Morris the Manic and
who could forget our jet setter, Cliff, Certainly

this group set a record in the consumption of
Steve’s pizzas.

Of course, one cannot forget the Grade 12’s (no

matter how hard you tried). Again the mixture
was extreme. Some were academic, some were
from the Maritimes. Some were athletic and
others just plain short. Some were prefects and
some were normal. All in all, they were a fun but

dedicated group.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank

Mr. Abrioux for all his efforts while serving his

First year in the house. All his efforts were ap-

preciated. The TODs continued to survive the

nightly duties associated with the boys. The
committee did a superb job at getting the house
organized and keeping the guys entertained. Once
again, I owe a great debt to the prefects for really

keeping the house in shape. Thanks to all.

Mike Peirce



Colby House was in an interesting state last Sep-

tember when every room was being used by female

students. We began to wonder about luggage rooms
and lounges being pulled into use.

This year we have 64 residents, 9 of which are Day
Students. We represent 9 countries. The Junior House
enrollment is 17, which is much larger than last year.

The Prefects and House Committee are kept very

busy looking after our needs.

We are proud of the successes of our residents.

Academically, we have an average of 35 students on
the Honors List. We are equally proud of the suc-

cesses of our athletes.

After a few weeks of getting to know one another,

many strong friendships were made. Next an in-depth

survey of Davis and Bugbee residents was carefully

calculated and assessed. We then settled in for what
would result in an achievement-filled year.

May your memories of your ’84-’85 school year in

Colby be pleasant and long-lasting.

Doris Edgar



With our grade nines from last year off in the

senior house and with greater numbers this year

we opened in September with 70% new students

in Bugbee House. This kept the prefects and

house committe members busy for the first six

weeks with a myriad of adjustment problems to

help with.

Once the students were settled in everything

went very well. The committee got down to

organizing the weekly smoked meat stand, the

profits from which will take care of the cost of

our house parties during the year. The com-
mittee also ran the soft drink machine and took

good care of the microwave and Betamax both

of which are owned and operated by the

students in the house.

It has been a good year so far and it is so nice

having so many more grade sevens and eights in

the house. While they increase the general noise

level they also add an interesting dimension to

the house.

I would like to thank Miss Carleton, our

assistant house director, for all her able help

during the year. The Prefects - John Blois, Mike
Khalil and Geoff Gallant have done a tremendous

job. They are finding out what I meant by un-

scheduled duties. They cannot help but feel

satisfied as they see the progress of all those new

students that they gave so much time to in the

beginning. Thanks guys. This article would not be

complete without mentioning the seniors who
came over to live with us this year. They added yet

another dimension to this house and certainly set a

good standard and example. It is a year you will

remember for some time guys - thanks to you too.

All in all it has been a most gratifying year.

The good times have far outweighed the bad. To
the grade nines I wish all the best as you enter

the senior school. To the seniors I say good luck

in grade twelve or where ever you will be going

next year and to the rest of the juniors 1 say

how forward I am looking to another good year

in Bugbee.

Peter Ashworth
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Davis House

Committee
This year’s House Committee consisted of Eddy

Lyon, Jean Frederic Juster, Clifford Perlman,
Christian Duvert and myself. We’ve continued the

Davis Destroyer tradition. Something we didn’t have
last year were hamburgers and they were a real

success. This year we’re trying to think of something
completely different for the house to do. A suggestion

we had last year was a game called C.H.A.O.S. which
we plan to start this year. We also suggested the idea

for new school jackets, which we are in the process of

ordering. So far it has been a fairly successful year

for the House Committee and it looks as though
we’re going to have a great house party at the end of
the year.

James Gilchrist

Back row: Mr. M. Pierce, J. Gilchrist, C. Perlman, J. Juster.

Front row: E. Lyon, C. Duvert, D. Fung.

Colby House Committee

Back Row: Mrs. D. Edgar, D. Valois, K. Battah, N. Hess, A. Amaron, K. MacPherson, I.

Tisseur, J. Edgar, P. Hernandez, Miss B. Roche.
Front Row: I. Paradis, R. Hess, M. Grenier, M, Tremblay.

The Colby House Committee
was made up of 12 girls this

year. Two people were elected

from each grade to represent

their grade in the committee. We
met, on average, twice a week to

discuss house matters. Our main
aims were to make the house
run more efficiently and to raise

money for the house as well as

for charity.

We raised our money mainly

from bake sales and raffles.

We’ve had, so far, two very

successful parties-a Halloween
party with a pumpkin judging

contest and a Christmas party

with our annual gift exchange.

We also raised funds for the

Ethiopian Drought Appeal. We
were the most successful house
in this. The committee was also

responsible for the installment

of a second pay phone for house
use. We are hoping to raise

enough money to buy a V.C.R.
for the house.

In all, the committee was very

successful this year. I would like

to thank everyone for their hard
work and cooperation. Good
luck to next year’s committee.
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Back Row: P. Dube, E. Walker, L. Reynolds, L. Duncan, A. Anderson, J. Edger, S. Stevens.

Middle Row: T. Eryou, A. Wadleigh, G. Gallant, J. Lepine.

Front Row: N. Saparoff, T. Denney, K. Reynolds, R. Gallant, N. Dewey.

Andrew Schell

The Day Students

This year there are five

committee members from grades
seven to nine. In grade seven we
have Dominique Tardif, in grade
eight we have Pierre ene and in

grade nine we have Patrick

Duvert, J.F. Prieur and Andrew
Schell. The committee members
are elected by the students in the

house.
This year we once again

started selling hot dogs and
smoked meat on Thursday
evenings. From the profits we
made from this we branched out
into selling pepsi in large bottles

and cinnamon buns. From these

continued protits we can rent

more betamax movies to see on
the weekends. The video club,

which is run by the committee,
is doing very well this year and
many students enjoy the movies.
With the money that we make

this year we hope to purchase
something new and exciting for

the house. One thing at least, we
are going to have a great house
party in the spring.

I would like to thank this

year's committee members for

helping out in so many ways in

the house. They not only
worked with the students in the

house but also greatly helped
Miss Carleton and Mr. Ash-
worth.

Bugbee House Committee

Back Row: Miss P. Carleton, J. F. Prieur, P. Duvert, Mr. P. Ashworth.
Front Row: P. Ene, A. Schell, D. Tardiff.
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The Prefects

Back Row: Carroll Blois, Riad Salem, Mike Sander, Michael Gisser, Geoff Gallant, Andrea Mickie, Tim Eryou, Terry
Burgis, Patrick Quinlan, Naomi Moores, Jacques Lepine, John Blois

Front Row: Ilona Innus, Patrick Kelly, Mr. Gallant, Ann Wadeleigh, Michael Khalil, Laura Peynado

It’s hard to define the role a prefect is meant to play.

It's this that makes it difficult to be a prefect. Being a
prefect is not a demanding job but there are ways a
prefect must act in order to gain the students’ respect. If

this is achieved then things flow smoothly in the houses.

The prefects this year have on a whole reached that

stage and did a good job. It’s been a regular year with no
drastic demands made on the prefects but we did manage
to get new furniture for the Tuck Shop.

Patrick Kelly
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Animation Committee

Back Row: K. Battah, P. Kelly, G. Robinson, Mrs. P. Duncan, P. Morris, M. Desjardins
Front Row: I. Innus, C. Duvert, J. St. Amour, R. Gallant, M. Gisser
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The Animation Committee is a group of students

who organize activities and entertainment for the

school, such as movies, dances, and the occasional

different activity like “dollar days”, and carnivals.

Our Animation Committee this year consists of

Rachel Gallant, Marie-Ann Desjardins, Kim Battah,

Ilona Innus, Micheal Gisser, Pat Kelly, Chris

Duvert, Glenn Robinson, Jason St. Amour, and
Peter Morris. We have really enjoyed organizing the

activities for the school, and we are glad that people
enjoy the ideas and activities. The weekends can get

boring around here, but with the encouragement and
great amount of help from Mrs. Duncan, they are

far from boring. On behalf of the Animation
Committee, “Thank you Mrs. Duncan for

everything, even the little snacks, THANK YOU for

making the year enjoyable.” And I would like to

thank the rest of the Committee for their help and
great ideas.

Ilona Innus



Food Committee
This year’s food commit-

tee was composed of the

head cook of Saga, the bus-

iness manager, the nurse,

one teacher and three stud-

ents.

Every Wednesday at

break we met for twenty

minutes and discussed the

food that the students liked

or disliked (meat loaf). We
also talked about the menus
that were made up for every

week and made sure that

they were nutritionally bal-

anced. We tried asking for

things like the milkshake

bar, but the answer by
Claude was always “next

week” or “it’s too expens-

ive”. However we did get

some special meals like the

Italian and the Chinese buf-

fet. We also took care of

special occasions such as

sports banquets and Christ-

mas and Easter dinners.

In conclusion 1 would
like to thank our chef

Claude and all of his staff

for their efforts with the

specials during the year.

Back Row: N. Hess, P. Giroux, M. Gisser

Front Row: Mr. Walker, Mrs. B. Carruthers, Mr. C. Bourgoin, Mr. P.A. Wood
Patrice Giroux

Of f

Sports

Committee
The Athletic Committee is the ‘unknown’

Committee in the school. Yearly we are chosen by
Mr. Philip, the Athletic Director, to assist him with

athletic assemblies and the all-campus intramural

league. There are five members in all including, Mr.
Philip, Patrick Kelly, Ann Wadleigh, Isabelle

Tisseur and myself.

Mike Gisser

Back Row: Mr. A. Philip

Front Row: M. Gisser, A. Wadleigh, P. Kelly, I. Tisseur
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Choir
The Stanstead Choir consists of an enthusiastic group of students of all ages who enjoy singing. We

perform at the Christmas Carol Service and at the end of the year at Baccalaureate. The songs Mr.

Philip selects always seem very appropriate.

Perhaps people don’t realize how hard the choir works; we practice two or three times a week.

Many of us don’t know much about music, and we learn a great deal. Our overall performance

proves this.

The choir would never come through successfully without Mr. Philip’s time and dedication and the

assistance of Ms. Morel, Mrs. Duncan and Ms. Harris. We all appreciate their efforts to give us a

chance to put a little music in our lives.

Lynnea Duncan

Lifeguards
This year the lifeguards consisted of Mr. Channell, Lori Reynolds, Emma Walker, Ana Berlie, and

myself. Mr. Channell took care of the regular duties such as swim classes and any extra curricular

activities.

The girls and I alternated duties from Wednesday afternoons, Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays for

recreational swimming. We were fortunate enough not to have any accidents or anyone drowning.

A special thanks to Mr. Channell for all his help and guidance this year and a big thank-you to

Lori, Emma, and Ana for being such good partners. Overall it was a good year and 1 have enjoyed

being a lifeguard for the past two years at Stanstead College.

Kim Laperle



The

Rifle

Club

This year the rifle club has progressed smoothly as in the past

years mainly due to the good effort and organization of Captain
Howard. His help, encouragement and instruction have been greatly

appreciated by all members.
The club has quite a few new members this year but some of the

old guard are still around and this makes for an interesting blend.
The older members are certainly able to help both Captain Howard
and the younger members.
Awards achieved so far this year by the members are: 15 bronze,

10 silver and 8 gold. Some of the returning members are also going
for more difficult awards. Andrew Johnson, Jean Langevin, Nick
Calyvacas, John Pidoux and Glenn Robinson are going for the

sharp shooters award. Eddy Lyon is going for the Silver Award
which is the step above the sharp shooter. In order to achieve this

the bronze, silver, gold and sharp shooter must have previously
been earned.

On behalf of all the members of the club I wish to thank Captain
Howard for all his time and work with us.

Eddy Lyon
Assistant Range Officer
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The School Year Comes to a Close
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Junior Science Fair

The mad scientist Buddies forever What us??

metric

Peanut burners Which are the juniors?

Great minds at work Number 1



The Spectrum Staff

Standing: P. Giroux, R. Johnson, P. Quinlan, D. Fung, N. Hess, P. Kelly, D. Pickles, L. Gauthier, B. Lecomples, M.

Khalil, J. Gilchrist, J. St. Amour, G. Gallant, P. Chan, D. Lam, C. Blois.

Sitting: C. McRae, E. Lyon, A. Mickie, M. Harding, B. Fleury.

Kneeling: J. Edgar, V. Lybanon, E. Lafreniere, J. Harding, S. Stevens, A. Schell, C. Mackintosh, A. Battah, M.

Cheetam.
Absent: S. Chiu, T. Denney
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The 1984-1985 SPECTRUM is by far the best

yearbook that we have produced to date. It even
eclipsed our last year’s effort that was our first at-

tempt. This year we made many improvements in-

cluding the addition of ‘baby pictures’ and our
famous ‘gossip column’ and a longer book.

This year we had many new additions to the

yearbook staff. Once they learned how to cut straight

pictures and the definition of a ‘pica’, they were a
great help to the returning veterans. We had three

groups of four people each who worked on copy and
layout and an endless stream of people who worked in

the darkroom and a small group of photographers. It

is the contributions of all these people that made this

successful edition of the yearbook possible. This year
we had a permanent typist, Caroline McRae, to whom
a lot of credit must also go.

Although not everything was perfect and most of us
did our fair share of complaining and grumbling (i.e.

Editor in Chief Andrea would flip her wig and bawl
out the people in the line of fire, (Eddie and Matt),
we did get down to business. However we are proud
of the yearbook that we have produced.
The editors would like to thank all the layout

people the darkroom people and the photographers.
Special thanks to Mr. Ashworth for all his time and
effort. We all hope that each and everyone of you
enjoy your yearbook.

Andrea Mickie, Matthew Harding, Eddy Lyon
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This year marks the eleventh year of the Scuba
Club and again it has been a successful one. With six

new members becoming certified divers we have spent

many hours in the pool and in the classroom

preparing for our year end open water certification.

This involves a trip to Portland, Maine with three

major dives in the Atlantic Ocean. Twelve members
are planning to participate in this three day adventure

and a serious but good time is planned by all.

I would like to thank all the members of the club

for helping make this year such a good one. I look

forward to another successful year starting in Sep-

tember.
P. Channell
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Back row: Coach Walker, G. Gallant, R. Radnay, R. Salem, M. Tisseur, J. Gilchrist, A. Useche, J. Blois, P. Bachand
G. Bruce.

Front row: M7 Harding, C. Duvert, J. Begin, P. Kelly, T. Eryou, J. Lepine, M. Khalil, D. Lam.
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In goal again we had Jocko Lepine-

Surely the finest goalie that Tina has seen!

Our defencemen improved as they tackled attackers.

What with Matthew the hardy, and Radnay the Hacker!
Duvert in the middle was solid and sanguine

Whilst Bachand and Begin ran like two clockwork penguins!

Doug Lam always played like nothing would phase him,

In fact one would say he was “amazingly amazing!”
The strength of our team was our midfield line

And Pat Kelly played well just about all of the time.

Tiny Tim from Beebe had another fine year-

And Riad was good- when he got out of first gear!

Substitute Geoff, I play when I can-

Especially if watched by Geoffrey’s old man!
When it comes to our forwards, there’s much to be said

Marc was quick with his legs- but was slow with his head!

Short legged Fozzie worked hard all the time,

As did African Bloissy who played the right line.

Playing down the middle of our attackers

Was Aurelio Useche- from sunny Caracas.

And the last of our team- who played many fine games
Was the team’s top scorer, Hammerfoot James!

And finally a boy who worked hard every day-

Our manager Gary- from Port Cartier.

Mr. Walker

« -

It seems that our team was ‘expected’ to win the league

this year. As it turned out we had a rather frustrating

season and lost in the semi-finals to A.G.R.H.S. by a

Penalty shot after double overtime.

We had the potential to win but good luck was just not
with us. There were times when we just did not get our
share of the breaks.

Our highlight I think was the game against B.C.S. which
we tied 4-4. We played a very strong game against the team
that eventually won the championship.

I would like to thank Mr. Walker for all his time and
effort and for being such a great coach. Thanks also go to

Gary, our manager, who did such a good job.

PAT KELLY, Captain



Senior Girls’ Soccer %

Back Row: L. Peynado (manager), A-M Kelly, K. Macpherson, N. Moores, K. Battah, N. Hess, A. Breault, L.

Reynolds, E. Walker, I. Tisseur, Miss P. Carleton (coach).

Front Row: I. Innus, E. Pickles, A. Wadleigh, K. Laperle, D. Valois, S. Fradet, C. Blois, M. Nohare.
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The 1984-85 soccer season did not go as well as we
thought it would. Although we were defeated by some
close competition, we fought as a team until the end.

From the beginning of the season and throughout the

end, each member progressed intensely. We tied some
games, won some, and lost some by ‘one’ point. The
girls demonstrated good effort and excellent sport-

smanship. On behalf of the senior girls’ soccer team
I’d like to thank Miss Carlton for her time and effort

and especially the support she gave the team. Best of

luck for next year’s soccer season.

Dominic Valois
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Back Row: P. Watson, K. Robinson, C. Perlman, A. Boni, A. Savard.

Middle Row: Coach A. Philip, A. Plourde (assistant manager), J. St. Amour, A. Johnson, P. Gilbert, C. Mickie, E.

Dickson, C. Boulos, N. Calyvocas, J. Langevin, Coach A. Elliot.

Front Row: P. Montminy, P. Morris, T. Burgis, P. Quinlan, L. Frechette, M. Gisser, J. Pidoux.

The 1984 football season was somewhat shortened

this year. However the team did manage to win two of

seven encounters.

Balance on the team allowed us to make a little more
progress in achieving some of our pre-season goals.

Although we still continue to operate at only one

level in football, a number of junior and senior

players, and some first year players, did learn some of

the basic rudiments of the game which allowed us to

compete against some other very good schools.

Football is very much a team sport. However, some
players did play consistently well during the season.

Awards for proficiency this year were awarded to

Captain Pat Quinlan, Terry Burgis, Nick Calyvocas,

Mike Gisser, and the team’s leading scorer, Eric Dixon.

A sincere thanks to all the fellas who stayed with the

program and continued to work and learn the skills of

the game. Hopefully, next year, the learning process

will be permitted to continue.
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The football team was a surprise to all. We had a

mixture of talent and valuable players which will be an
asset to next year’s team. Our main weakness was the

fact that we didn’t have enough players which meant
that we had several sixty minute men.

Despite those few problems that were overcome by
the excellent coaching and infinite patience of our
coaching staff; so, on behalf of our team I would like

to thank Coach Philip, Coach Elliot and Coach
Reynolds for their time and effort.

This has been one of the better seasons in the past

few years. The team spirit was high because of our

close game with Selwyn House. The unfortunate loss to

B.C.S. put us in the mood to win when Ashbury came
down to play, and we did. But the height of the season

was our game against Galt which we won by 31-22. We
thought this meant that the Big Red Machine was
back. The next few games were disappointments but we
never gave up. Finally, the Alumni game, and despite

the speeches, we thought it was a great way to end the

season.

Thanks again to our coaching staff and the team as

a whole for an excellent season, and special thanks to

our manager Jean Langevin who was always there

when we needed him.

Captain Pat Quinlan
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Back Row: Coach Abrioux, A. Mickie, T. Barnes, E. Lyon, O. Vydykhan.

Front Row: N. Bourcier, M. Langelier, J-F. Juster, M. Sander, M. Singerman, Z. Panthaki.

For the second year in a row, the cross-country team has had to

break in a new coach. This year it was easier, since Mr. Abrioux
(XAV) was in with lots of enthusiasm. The returning veterans were

Eddy, Andrea, and Sam and 1. We also had plenty of newcomers;

Oleg, Tina, Zube, Neil, Jerome, and Mike, adding some new faces to

our workouts.

After four years, Eddy is still the whiner of our team, but his

results are steadily improving. Andrea placed consistently well as a

senior girl, but found the competition tough at the Zones. In a crowd
of runners, Oleg always stood out (6 foot 2”). Tina was the leading

lady of the team, Andrea placing close behind, and she came very

close to going to the Provincials.

Mike Sander, with a lot of determination, had a pretty good year,

considering the competition against him. My main goals were that,

this year, I would make it to the Provincials and improve my running

times and abilities, which I did achieve.

With the help of our enthusiastic team, we helped each other

through thick and thin, and had fun doing it.

To the whole team, the best of luck in the future. Keep on run-

ning...

Jean-Fred Juster, Captain

Mike Sander, Co-Captain.
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This year’s cross-country team was a small but

generally enthusiastic group of students, all of
whom were in the senior grades. I was fortunate to

have two co-captains in Jean Juster and Michael
Sander; both of whom helped me considerably over

the season. Much of this year’s success goes to them.
Overall we had some excellent results; six runners

made it to the zone finals held at Salesien and while

only Jean qualified for the Provincials final held at

Papineauville, three others narrowly missed going.

At Papineauville, Jean was the fifth member of the

zone team which won the junior title. This finish

culminated an outstanding season for Jean in which
he placed in the top five in every race and twenty-

fifth out of seventy runners representing the cream
of the crop from across the province. For his

contribution over the season to the team he was
awarded the major “S” as well as the Billy

Greenshields trophy for all round excellence and
leadership.

Two Senior S awards were given to Mike Sander
and Tina Barnes; both of whom ran well all season.

Together with Jean, they formed the heart of the

team and they will be missed next year. Also
graduating this year is Andrea Mickie, a runner at

the school for several years and who tried hard in

every race despite nagging injuries to her feet.

Other members of the team included Eddy Lyon,
Neil Dickins, Zubin Panthaki, Michael Singerman
and Jerome Belanger. Some were running for the

first time but they all worked hard and contributed

to the team.

Most of the runners participated in the Terry Fox
run held at Lennoxville. Other students also ran the

5 and 10 kilometer races and between them raised

several hundred dollars.

Thank you to all who participated in the program
this season.

Coach Abrioux
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Junior Girls’ Soccer

Back Row: Coach B. Roche, L. Becker, K. Mackintosh, V. Neumann, P. Hernandez, J. Edgar, A. Amaron.

Front Row: M. Tremblay, S. Mohare, E-M. Ciampini, L. Duncan, C. Bunge, C. Paquette, M. Alcaraz, C. Michaud,

V. Chiu.

The junior girls’ soccer team for the 1984 season

was composed of girls who had never played soccer

before. Because of this, the number of games we
won was quite limited, in fact nonexistent. However

the girls never gave up and always put forth their

best effort. They even managed to tie the last game

of the season!

All in all, the season was very successful! The girls

learned a lot of skills and certainly developed

“sportsman’Mike characteristics.

Coach Roche
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Back Row: R. Hirsh, K. Schlesak, J. Loome, C. Wessel, C. Brownstein, R. Reynolds, R. Griffith, Coach Shefler.
Front Row: B. Lecomples, P. Giroux, A. Schell, M. Walker, B. Fleury, E. Lafreniere, B. Blois, F. Useche.

Junior Boys’ Soccer

Through thick and thin the players really shinned
through most of the season. The first four games were
tough - there was a lot of mud and we had several

minor injuries. However, the weather improved and the

black and blues healed fast.

There was a game in which Captain Fleury and his

men bent over themselves to win, but it wasn’t in the

cards - Richmond just got very lucky.

With a little enrichment from a few key Bantam Boys,
we finally enjoyed a win against North country on our
home field. I think we all needed that victory. Then a
few weeks later we took them in a close match on their

homefield in Vermont.
Ask the boys if they saw stars when they were hit.

Not all of them saw stars. Some had flashes of red

double decker buses or purple elephants or big macs so
they claim.

I’d like to thank each and every player for a

delightful and always interesting season. On behalf of
the team I would especially like to thank our nurse,
Mrs. Carruthers for her gentle hand and heart.

M. Shefler, Coach



Bantam Boys’ Soccer

E.T.I.A.C. Champions

Back Row: Coach Daly, N. Saparoff, D. Robinson, B. Kasowski, M. Gauthier, P. Dube, S. Stevens, A
Battah.

Front Row: C. Mackintosh, R. Werner, T. Denney, P. Ene, R. Johnson, M. Cheetham, D. Tardiff, J

Harding, S. Mackintosh.

This year the bantam boys’ soeeer season was a

spectacular success. Led by Martin Gauthier with 20

goals and Pierre Ene with 15, the bantam boys

finished the regular season with 8 wins, 1 tie, and

no losses on the way to an unprecedented first place

finish in the E.T.I.A.C. To add icing to the cake,

the team went on to win the championship game 3-

1 over Galt at home in Stanstead. Martin Gauthier,

Pierre Ene, Craig Mackintosh, Russell Johnson,

and Danny Robinson all received Bantam ‘S’s for

their outstanding contributions to this very im-

pressive season.

T. Daly
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I feel that the bantam boys* soccer team had a very successful season.

^
We were the first bantam soccer team that has won the E.T.EA.C.

Championship in over ten years. We also had the best record in the
league with eight wins and one tie.

Two of our players had a very successful season breaking records.
Martin Gauthier, who beat the most goals in a season record with
twenty, beating it by three, and Craig Mackintosh beat the most assists in
a season record with twenty, beating the old record by one. We had other
stars on the team, such as, our right guard, Pierre Ene who scored 13
goals in the season, Trevor Denney, Marcus Cheetham.\ T:,__ , 0^ Of OUF
halfbacks, Scott Mackintosh, our small but speedy left halfback, and of
course, Danny Robinson, (the backbone of the team, center halfback)
had a great season also. 1 felt that our defence was also strong with
Andrew Battah the left side and Joe Harding on the right and Robby
Werner, our center. We also had great bench players who played when
needed, such as, Pat Dube and Bart Kasowski.
The team would like to thank Mr. Daly, our fine coach, and Scott

Stevens, our great manager.
The Bantam ‘S' was given to;

Martin Gauthier

Craig Mackintosh
Russell Johnson
Danny Robinson
Pierre Ene

Captain / Goalie Russell Johnson



Bantam Girls’ Soccer

Back row: S. Jacobs, N. Dewey, V. Lybanon, I. Paradis, K. Cloutier, K. Woodstock, Coach Smith.

Front row: K. Reynolds, R. Hess, R. Gallant, A. Anderson, A. Chiu, M. Brus.

It was a rookie year. Only one out of our 14

member team had had any previous experience. It was

that, and not lack of enthusiasm or effort, that

resulted in our numerous defeats.

The two games that we did win were against the

strong B.C.S. team. Our first victory occurred with a

score of 4-3, the second with a 1-0 difference. These

wins can be attributed to the goal-scoring abilities of

Isabelle Paradis, and the goal-saving skills of Shelly

Jacobs.

The season was a success due to the supreme effort

of all players.

Captain: Antigone Andersen
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Major ‘S’ Winners Fall Athletic Term

From left to right: M. Gisser, I. Tisseur, S. Fradet, N. Calyvocas, T. Burgis, P. Kelly, T. Eryou, J. Lepine, J. Gilchrist,

K. Laperle, J.F. Juster, E. Dixon, P. Quinlan.

The following students were also recognized for their athletic achievements during the fall term:

SENIOR ‘S’ JUNIOR ‘S’ BANTAM ‘S’

Tina Barnes Carola Bunge Pierre Ene
Carroll Blois Lynnea Duncan Martin Gauthier

Chris Duvert Kate Mackintosh Shelly Jacobs

Luc Frechette Sharmila Mohare Russell Johnson

Mike Khalil Robert Reynolds Craig Mackintosh

Peter Morris

John Pidoux
Riad Salem
Mike Sander

Dominic Valois

Ann Wadleigh
Emma Walker
Phil Watson

Andrew Schell Isabelle Paradis

Danny Robinson

The following students received trophies for All Round Excellence and Sportsmanship.

Michael Gisser Football

Jean Juster Cross-Country Running

Patrick Kelly Senior Boys’ Soccer

Kim Laperle Senior Girls’ Soccer

SPECIAL NOTE: The Bantam Soccer team should be congratulated for winning the E.T.l.A.C. division

trophy. This is the first time that Stanstead College has had its name on this trophy which was first

awarded in 1970.
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Senior Hockey

Back Row: J. Belanger, J. Langevin, B. Lecomples, R. Reynolds (manager).

Middle Row: G. Gallant, E. Dixon, P. Morris, J. Pidoux, J. St-Amour, B. Fleury.

Front Row: M. Khalil, J. Blois, C. Mickie, Mr. A. Phillip, (coach), T. Eryou, A. Savard, J. Lepine.
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This year’s team consisted of a mixture of veterans, young players who had
played bantam last year, and a handful of rookies. Each and every one made a

significant contribution to the success of this hockey team. We were few in

number, and as coach, I was fortunate that we were not plagued with injuries

during the long season.

There were a number of highlights during the year; three were especially

significant. The team’s 17 wins, 6 losses and 1 tie established a new senior team
record - winning the Lower Canada College Hockey Tournament for the first time
- and the first player to score fifty goals in one season was recorded by Alain

Savard, an outstanding rookie from Quebec City who was also the league’s

leading scorer. Second high scorer was Colin Mickie who also contributed much
to the team’s point total and outstanding play.

I would like to pay special tribute to our six year veteran goal tender,

Jacques Lepine, who gave our program outstanding net minding this season as

well as in the past, and to another six year veteran, Tim Eryou, our gentleman

athlete captain who gave the team much of the character it has developed

during his many years in the hockey program.

To all members of this year’s squad, I say thank you for all your time and
effort in making this team a pleasure and a joy to coach.

Alex Philip

Hockey Coach The old squeeze-play!

SENIOR HOCKEY SCORE BOARD

Stanstead 10 Selwyn house 1

Stanstead 1 Galt 6

Stanstead 5 B.C.S. 2

Stanstead 2 Massey Vanier 8

Stanstead 4 North Country 3

Stanstead 1 1 Proctor 0

Stanstead 8 Galt 2

Stanstead 0 Massey Vanier 7

Stanstead 5 B.C.S. 3

Stanstead 4 Proctor 1

Stanstead 8 Holderness 3

Stanstead 3 Galt 9

Stanstead 1 B.C.S. 6

Stanstead 7 Alumni 2

Stanstead 7 Massey Vanier 4

Stanstead 4 Galt 2

Stanstead 7 Rothesay 5

Stanstead 9 Massey Vanier 6

Stanstead 8 Chambly 2

Stanstead 3 L.C.C. 1

Stanstead 4 B.C.S. 3

Stanstead 5 Ashbury 5

Stanstead 5 B.C.S. 4

Stanstead 2 Massey Vanier 4

17 Wins 6 Losses 1 Tie

Winner of Lower Canada College

Senior Hockey Tournament.

Looking back on the 84-85 hockey
season, it can be said that we have had
one of the most successful seasons that a

senior hockey team has ever had. With
the addition of a few good rookies and
the added experience of the veterans, we
competed with the best teams of the

league and finished the season with a

record of 17 - 6 - 1.

The highlight of our season was the

L.C.C. tournament in which we
defeated L.C.C., Bishops and tied

Ashbury to bring home the trophy to

Stanstead for the first time.

On behalf of the team I would like to

express our sincere thanks to Mr. Phillip

for his continued effort on and off the

ice.

Tim Eryou g5



Senior Girls’ Basketball

Back Row: Mr. P. Channell (coach), T. Barnes, I. Tremblay, N. Moores, E. Ciampini, A. Amaron, M. Nohara

(manager).

Front Row: I. Tisseur, 1. Innus, A. Wadleigh, C. Blois, D. Valois.

The 1984-1985 Girls’ Basketball season has been an exciting

and successful one. We finished the season with a 22 and 8

record, capturing second place in a tough six team ETIAC
league. We also finished as finalists in an eleven team tournament

in Montreal. This included teams from Montreal, The Eastern

Townships and Toronto.

I would like to take this time to thank the team for all of their

hard work and dedication and a special thank you for those of

you leaving us this season after a number of years here at

Stanstead. Thank you and good luck in the future.

Coach Channell

EP \ \ct\
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Back Row: A. Useche, M. Gisser, J. Gilchrist, T. Burgis, N. Dickins, D. Fung, Mr. B. Denney (coach).

Front Row: F. Juster, A. Plourde, R. Salem, P. Kelly (capt.), P. Quinlan, P. Watson, M. Singerman.

This year I was fortunate to coach the best senior boys’

basketball team the school has had since the 1978-1979

season. Once again, as last year, 1 was blessed to have a

very dedicated and hard-working group of players to work
with and they both practiced and played as a “team” in the

true sense of the word. The biggest disappointment, if you

could call it that, was lacking a true centre. We had the

other ingredients - speed, ball-handling and outside

shooting but unfortunately lost a number of games by

narrow margins because we could not control some key

rebounds. Nevertheless, this made the team work that much
harder which resulted in some memorable wins during the

season, notably against J.H. Leclerc and Alexander Galt in

league play, and two overtime wins against Lower Canada
College and Ashbury College at the LCC Tournament in

Montreal before bowing stubbornly to Upper Canada
College from Toronto in the Championship final. I would

also like to note that our 11-9 record was the first winning

season we have posted since 1979. This year I lost my entire

starting line-up of Jamie Gilchrist, Pat Kelly, Pat Quinlan,

Riad Salem and Phil Watson and this will leave some big

shoes to fill.

I would like to take this opportunity to say some thank

yous: Thanks to my team captain for the second year,

Pat Kelly, and his devotion to basketball since he came to

the school; thanks to my team manager and statistician,

Jean “Fred” Juster for the excellent and often thankless

job he did; to both Pats (Kelly and Quinlan) who have

been with the programme since grade 9 and have made
an outstanding contribution to basketball at Stanstead;

and, above all, to the team for helping to make this such

a pleasant and satisfying season of basketball for me.

Best wishes to those who are graduating; to those

returning, 1 look forward to the 1985-1986 season.

Brian Denney
Head Coach
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Senior Cross-Country Skiing

Back Row: N. Calyvocas

Middle Row: P. Carleton (coach), M. Manzanarez, M. Alcaraz, A. Johnson, K. Battah, M. Sander, A.

Mickie, K. Robinson, A. Kelly, K. MacPherson, A. R. Eveleigh (coach), C. McRae.

Front Row: Z. Panthaki, G. Robinson.

This year the snow came early and we were able to train on the football field in mid November, a real

advantage since many of our skiers were novices. Captains Michael Sander and Andrea Mickie worked very

hard with the beginners and everyone had a lot of fun trying to master the skiis.

Stanstead hosted the first race of the season on January 16. Dave Bonn brought a group from Vanier

College to join with us and skiers from Alexander Galt, B.C.S., and J.H. Leclerc participated. At the con-

clusion of the race it was obvious we had some excellent individual skiers but were not strong as a team. That

weekend we also hosted the Independant School’s Meet where teams from Ashbury, B.C.S., L.C.C., and

Sedberg took part. This event produced some excellent skiing and competition. Individually, Michael Sander

won the long race, the short race and had the fastest lap time in the relay. Andrea Mickie was consistently

third in her races and Sean Hart, who had just started skiing, did well to place 16th in a field of 40 juniors.

The girls were our best team placing second, with the senior boys placing fourth and the juniors fifth.

From then on in the season the pace became hectic with races every Wednesday and most Saturdays. The

team raced at B.C.S., J.H. Leclerc, North Country, Lake Megantic and Scotch Hill.

Nick Saparoff, Kim Woodstock, Fred Genet, Sean Hart, Christine Michaud, Ann Kelly, Kim Battah, and

Andrea Mickie were selected to represent the Eastern Townships at the zone meet where the Eastern Townships

won very convincingly against four other groups.

In the E.T.l.A.C. championships at Scotch Hill, Michael Sander placed first, Andrea Mickie and Kim
Woodstock gained seconds and Nick Saparoff and Nancy Dewey gained fourths. Our girls team did well to

place second overall.

At Lac Megantic Andrea Mickie won her race and qualified to represent the region at the Quebec games.

This is the first time that any skiier from Stanstead has achieved this. Andrea had a great time at Dolbeau, in

what looked like a mini Olympics, and did very well to place ninth in the province.

This year the Bantam ‘S’ was awarded to N. Saparoff and Kim Woodstock, the Junior ‘S’ to C. Michaud,

S. Hart and F. Genet and the Senior ‘S’ to A. Johnson and K. Robinson. The major ‘S’ was awarded to

Andrea Mickie and Michael Sander.

This is the third year that Michael Sander has won all his races and for the third time he was awarded the

Eric Ed Trophy. Congratulations and thanks for all your help.

This was a year with good spirit, lots of friendly rivalry and a great deal of fun was had by all.

Congratulations to everyone concerned.

Our best wishes to those who are leaving the program - good skiing in the future.

A. R. Eveleigh

P. Carleton
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Junior Cross-Country Skiing

Back Row: M. Cheetham, E. Bernabei

Middle Row: P. Carleton (coach), J. Edgar, F. Genet, N. Saparoff, S. Hart, R. Griffith, M. A. Desjardins, C.
Michaud, J. Jiminez, A. R. Eveleigh (coach), C. McRae.
Front Row: N. Dewey, K. Woodstock.
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Back Row: Mr. W. Walker (coach), M. Tisseur, E. Lyon, E. Fenster, M. Rottball

Front Row: C. Duvert, P. Bachand, P. Gilbert.

Absent: D. Lam

Boys’

Squash

Team

Paul Bachand (Captain)

This year was my first time playing squash on a

competitive basis as it was for six out of the other

seven players! I cannot say we had the most prosperous
season, but it was one in which we had a lot of fun. As
Mr. Walker pointed out, it was a season for learning

the various skills and trying to improve our games.
Competition was very hard but nonetheless instructive

and as the year progressed we could see our im-

provements in our results. The two highlights of the

year were the Independent Schools’ Tournament held

at both B.C.S. and Stanstead, and the tournament in

Montreal hosted by Selwyn House, where we were

faced with very stiff competition. The season was not

without victory with some fine solid showings

throughout the year. I would like to thank the other

players for making this long, winter season enjoyable,

and l would especially like to thank Mr. Walker on
behalf of the team, for his patience with us and all the

time and effort he contributed.
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Girls’

Squash

Back Row: Mr. A. Eliot (coach), N. Hess, E. Pickles, P. Hernandez, V. Christie.

Front Row: M-P. Hernandez, S. Fradet, S. Mohare.

This year the girls’ squash team consisted of eight

members half of which were Spanish speaking.

Since we were so few, it enabled us to get more
practice than last year and as a result of this we
were a fairly strong team. We convincingly beat

BCS in our four tournaments against them, which
unfortunately were our only tournaments. Although
we didn’t participate in as many tournaments as we
would have liked, we are all satisfied with this

season’s obvious success. Over the past few years

Stanstead has been trying to defeat the top ranking

BCS girl. This was finally done this year by Miss
Pickles.

We would like to thank Mr. Eliot for being such
a patient coach throughout the season and for

always being there to listen to complaints.

We hope next year’s squash team has an equally

successful season.

Nicky Hess
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Junior

Boys’

Basketball

Back Row: M. X. Abrioux (coach), R. Johnson, O. Vydykhan, R. Prudhomme, R. Hirsh

(manager).

Front Row: J. Harding, J. Loorne, G. Bruce (capt.), M. Gauthier, D. Tardif.

With only a couple of last year’s players returning to the junior

basketball team there was room for many new players. Most of

these boys had not played organized basketball before, but were

enthusiastic and eager to learn the game. All players contributed to

the team and showed considerable improvement by the end of the

season.

Unfortunately we lost most of our games but with many of the

players at bantam age the experience gained this year should pay

off in the future. At times, playing against much stronger teams,

our lack of defence really hurt us and this is one area which will

have to improve if next year is to be more successful.

Of all the players moving up to the senior program, the team will

miss Gary Bruce’s contribution the most. As team captain, his

attitude, effort, and play were invaluable.

To all the boys, thank you for an enjoyable season.

X. Abrioux
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Back Row: P. Dube, B. Kasowski, K. Schlesak, A. Tenpas, M. Langelier, D. Robinson, Mr. T. Daly, (coach).
Middle Row: D. Wu, A. Battah, P. Ene, R. Werner, E. Lafreniere, S. Mackintosh, H. Godin, S. Morrisson, J. F. Prieur.
Front Row: S. Stevens, G. Belanger, A. Schell, B. Blois (capt.), M. Walker, T. Denney, C. Mackintosh.

T. Daly, coach

The opening of the bantam hockey season saw
twenty-two keen students turn out for the team.
Looking at both the size and the age of most of these
guys one immediately got the idea this should be a
Pee-wee team. However, with a tremendous amount
of courage and perseverence, they stuck it out at the
bantam level.

The season was not a successful one from the point
of view of wins, but both the team and individual
players showed an improvement over the year, as did
an inexperienced coach (I hope). Many of these young
players will be returning next year, and if they can
start from where they left off, things should look up
for the team.

The captain and assistants handled their respon-
sibility well, and certainly set a fine example for the
other players to follow. They tried their best to get
their team mates to work as hard at the end of the
game as they did at the beginning, but this became
more difficult as the goals against mounted up.

I would like to thank the team members and the
manager for an interesting learning experience.
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Back Row: K. Laperle, C. Wessel, L. Frechette (capt.), F. Harvey, M. Harding, P. Montminy, Mr. M.

Peirce (coach)

Middle Row: S. Jacobs, K. Cloutier, A. Berlie, L. Becker, K. McDaniel, L. Gauthier, E. Walker

(capt.), L. Duncan, L. Reynolds, A. Breault, Miss L. Morel

Front Row: K. Mackintosh, M.C. Grenier, M. Tremblay, C. Paquette, C. Bunge, R. Gallant, K.

Reynolds, P. Caceres, 1. Paradis

T
e
a
m

We had quite a successful season this year. We were

in two leagues, GMAA and the Sherbrooke league. We
were the strongest team in the Sherbrooke league and in

the GMAA Montreal league, we finished second overall

in the girls and boys. We took a group of 17 to a

provincial meet in Montreal and out of 16 teams, we
placed 3rd. Also a couple of Olympic swimmers and

their coach came down to Stanstead to help us and to

show us how to really swim.

We had such a good year that at the Winter sports

assembly, many awards were given out. Shelly Jacobs,

Karina Cloutier, Isabelle Paradis, and Marie - Claude

Grenier all received their Bantam “S”. Kate

Mackintosh, Carolyn Paquette, Carola Bunge, Lynnea

Duncan, Cameron Wessel, Pierre Montminy and

Francis Harvey all received their Junior “S”. Matthew
Harding, Ana Berlie and Lori Reynolds all received

their Senior “S” and Luc Frechette, Emma Walker,

Jean-David Begin and Annie Breault received their

Major “S”.
We would like to thank Mr. Peirce and Miss Morel

for a great season. I hope we are equally successful next

year.
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A coach dreams for a strong, skillful and dedicated team
no matter what the sport. Fortunately for me, this was the

year of the Stanstead College Swim Team. Blessed with the

largest group of girls ever (including Bantams for a change)
and a small but dedicated group of boys, we took on two
leagues in a total of nine swim meets. In the Estrie region,

the school won the Stanstead College Invitational and the

Estrie Regional Championships. In the Greater Montreal
Athletic Association, the team showed its best overall

performance by finishing second overall. Surely, the most
exciting meet of the year was the two day Provincial In-

vitational in which 17 high school teams, ranging in size

from 62 swimmers down to 5, competed for the banners.
With only 17 swimmers, Stanstead managed a 3rd place

finish being beaten by teams of 62 and 52 Class A and B
swimmers. (Stanstead only had Class B swimmers.) Looking
ahead, I see good things for the swim team. The school has
now developed a solid core of talented swimmers who will

carry on the Stanstead swimming tradition. I would like to

take a brief moment to thank the team members for all their

hard work, Kim Laperle for keeping all of us organized and
of course to Miss Morel for all her time and patience with
myself and the team.

M. Peirce
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Award Winners

Back Row: M. Sander, R. Salem, P. Watson, J. Gilchrist, T. Eryou, A. Wadleigh, C. Mickie, P. Kelly, P. Genian, J.

Lepine.

Front Row: T. Barnes, E. Walker, A. Breault, E. Pickles, A. Savard, A. Mickie, E. Ciampini, C. Blois, J. D. Begin.

THE FOLLOWING ALL ROUND EXCELLENCE AND SPORTSMANSHIP TROPHIES WERE
AWARDED:

Tim Eryou
Riad Salem

Ann Wadleigh
Michael Sander

The Dawes Trophy
The Dr. E. C. Amaron Trophy
The Bess Ferguson Trophy
The Eric Ed Trophy
The Katsi Goodleaf Memorial
Trophy

Senior Hockey
Boys Basketball

Girls Basketball

X-Country Skiing

Girls Squash
Elizabeth Pickles

THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS WERE AWARDED THEIR MAJOR ‘S

Andrea Mickie Mich

Pat Kelly Pat C

Phil Watson Jacqi

Colin Mickie Tim
Tina Barnes Carr

Luc Frechette Anni

Jean David Begin

Elizabeth Pickles

Jamie Gilchrist

Riad Salem
Alain Savard

Ann Wadleigh

Eva Ciampini

THESE STUDENTS WERE ALSO RECOGNIZED:

JUNIOR ‘S’

Gary Bruce

Ed Lyon
Vivienne Christie

Sean Hart

Fred Genet

Christine Michaud
Francis Harvey

Pierre Montminy
Cameron Wessel

Carola Bunge
Lynnea Duncan
Kate Mackintosh
Carolyne Paquette

SENIOR ‘S’

Paul Bachand
Christian Duvert

Andrew Johnson

Kelly Robinson
Neil Dickins

Jason St. Amour
Mike Khalil

Dominic Valois

Isabelle Tisseur

Ilona Innus

Naomi Moores
Matthew Harding

Ana Berlie

Lori Reynolds

BANTAM ‘S’

Bill Blois

Andrew Schell

Kim Woodstock
Nick Saparoff

Karina Cloutier

Marie Claude Grenier

Shelly Jacobs

Isabelle Paradis
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All Campus League Track and Field Day
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Back Row: Mr. A. Philip, B. Kasowski, J. St. Amour, F. Harvey, F. Genet, J. Gilchrist, T. Eryou, L. Frechette, R.

Johnson, M. Gisser, A. Tenpas, A. Johnson, J. Lepine, K. Robinson, Mr. B. Denney.

Middle Row: Mr. P. Channell, T. Barnes, I. Tisseur, A. Breault, P. Montminy, M. Sander, A. Mickie, P. Morris

(capt), E. Walker, J.D. Begin, A. Berlie, C. Blois, D. Valois, S. Fradet.

Bottom Row: S. Mohare, M. Walker, K. Woodstock, D. Tardif, V. Lybanon, D. Robinson, J. Edgar, N. Saparoff,

S. Jacobs, P. Ene, I. Paradis,

TRACK AND FIELD - 1985

The 1985 track and field season was a very busy one as between early May
and the end of the first week in June we had competed in six meets.

I can also say that the year was a very productive season for a number of

our athletes as several of the school records were broken. Individually,

Peter Morris (Captain) won the Russell Langley Trophy as the best all-

round boy track and field athlete in the school for an unprecedented third

straight year. In the zone selections for the provincial championships, Peter

won 4 gold medals in 4 events and will be participating in the provincial

finals later in June in Quebec City. At the other end of the scale I would like

to mention Pierre Ene who won the individual bantam high aggregate

award at two of our major meets this year and who also won a gold, two
silver and a bronze medal in the 4 events in which he was entered at the zone

selections.

On the ladies side, we were fortunate, once again, to have a solid turnout

and I was very pleased with the overall effort and leadership showed by a

number of our seniors. I was especially pleased by the all round per-

formance of Emma Walker, earning her the Alice Amaron Trophy as the

best all-round girl track and field athlete. Emma is a delightful member of

the team and I will miss her next year.

Lastly, on behalf of Coaches Philip, Channell and Gomez, I want to say a

sincere thank you to all members of the team for all they did to help make
this an enjoyable season for us once again.

Coach Denney
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From left to right: P. Gilbert, P. Hernandez, J. Jiminez, P. Bachand, I. Innus, V. Christie, M. Manzanarez, D.

Fung, I. Tremblay, P. Hernandez, R. Hirsh, P. Giroux, E. Pickles, C. Duvert, N. Dickins, W. Walker (coach)

Certainly compared to last spring, this year’s Tennis Team has been blessed

with excellent weather. Few practice sessions were lost, and it wasn’t quite as

windy as in some years. This year also we were fortunate in finding more
competition. In fact we had five interscholastic matches, most of them played

indoors on the beautiful courts at Intercourt in Sherbrooke.

Our teams consisted of 8 boys, all fairly strong but with no dominant player

or players, and 6 girls, with Dibby Pickles, Pachi Hernandez and Vivienne

Christie all showing considerable talent.

Our season ended with our own internal singles tournaments, and winners

this year were Christian Duvert for the boys, and Dibby Pickles for the girls.

Lets hope next year is as good a tennis season for Stanstead College.

W. Walker, Coach

Schedule of Matches
Wed. May 1 : Vs B.C.S. at Sherbrooke - lost in both boys and girls.

Wed. May 8: Boys Independent Schools Tournament in Montreal.

Wed. May 22: Boys and Girls vs. B.C.S. and Massey vanier.

Sat. May 25: Girls vs B.C.S. and E.C.S. at Sherbrooke. Dibby Pickles won Girls

singles final.

Wed. May 29: Vs. St. Johnsbury in St. J. - won a number of matches.
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Senior Softball

Standing: K. Philip, Mrs. D. Duncan, P. Quinlan, M. Harding, E. Fantaye, O. Vydykhan, C. Bulos, G. Gallant, E.

Fenster, Mr. P. Chamberlain.

Kneeling: C. Bunge, J. Blois (capt.), J. Langevin, P. Chiu
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Junior Softball

Back Row: K. Philip, E. Bernabei, S. Chiu, M. Gauthier, R. Griffith, Mrs. Duncan
Front Row: S. Morrisson, A. Schell, C. Mackintoch, M. Cheetam
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Spring Term Athletic Assembly
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Spring Athletic Term

Major ‘S’ and Trophy Winners

E. Walker, T. Eryou, J, Gilchrist, P. Morris, L, Frechette, C. Barnes

TROPHY WINNERS

Dr. W. W. Lynch Trophy Peter MorrisSenior Boys’ Track Aggregate

The Langley Cup Peter MorrisM.V.P. Boys’ Track

Emma WalkerThe Alice Amaron CupM.V.P. Girls’ Track

The DodgersThe Bursar’s TrophyJunior Softball Champions

The B.C.S. Senior Girls’ Invitational Tennis Tournament was won this year by

Stanstead College.

Senior Boys’ Tennis Chris Duvert

Senior Girls’ Tennis Elizabeth Pickles

Senior Softball Champions The P & M Trophy The Brewers
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Standing: P. Quinlan-Football, P. Morris-Track, T.Eryou-Hockey, J.F.Juster-Cross-Country Running,
L. Frechette-Swimming.

Sitting: M.Sander-Cross-Country Skiing, E. Walker-Swimming, A.Wadleigh-Basketball, A.Mickie-Cross-
Country Skiing, E.Pickles-Squash, P. Kelly-Soccer, Basketball.

Elevated: P. Watson, R. Salem, R, Quinlan, T. Burgis, C. Mickie, A. Wadleigh, L. Frechette, J.F. Juster,
A. Breault, C. Blois, P. Kelly.

Standing: M. Sander, E. Dixon, J.D. Begin, E. Pickles, J. Lepine, M. Gisser, A. Savard, J. Gilchrist, P.
Morris, T. Eryou, K. Laperle, E. Ciampini, I. Tisseur, N. Calyvocas.
Sitting: A. Mickie, E. Walker, S. Fradet, C, Barnes.
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Faces
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Standing: A. Johnson, J. Langevin, J. Pidoux, M. Gisser, O. Vydykhan, K. Robinson, P. Morris.
Kneeling: E. Dixon, R. Prud’homme, A. Plourde, N. Calyvocas, J.D. Begin, E. Lyon.

With a house full of fifty-odd rambunctious ‘young
gentlemen’ to contend with a tension relief area like the

weight room had been in the back of Mr. Peirce’s mind.
This and the number of students who brought weights to

the school this year made it simple to haggle a room in the

basement of Davis.

The immediate response was fantastic. However, the

matter of the inevitable damage deposit reduced the

enrollment to a very dedicated twelve individuals.

Despite interim problems such as the clanging of steel on
steel at 2 a.m., the constant mess and the strange tell tale

smoke in the room while the regular smoker was closed, we
had neither damage nor theft and everyone had a great

time. Even though we did not get the biggest people in the

school, everyone was intensely dedicated.

A. Johnson
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Daily Routine

Hf&.f
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On the right - Riad Salem

Joseph and Matthew Harding

Lori Reynolds

Caroline McRae

Jean Langevin

How Many Did You Guess?

P.116-117

Isabelle and Marc Tisseur

Pat Quinlan

Elizabeth Fantaye

Ann Wadleigh

Jamie Gilchrist

Ilona Innus

Carroll Blois

Colin Mickie

On the right -

Nicole Hess

Tina Barnes

Mike Gisser

Andrea Mickie

Alison Amaron

Pachie Cacares

Enzo Bernabei

Lisa Juster

Suzanne Fradet

Francis Harvey

On the left - Eva Ciampini

Janet Edgar

Keri Reynolds

Vivienne Christie

Russell Johnson
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Rifle Range - Sharpshooters

Standing : . L Pidoux, Captain F. Howard
Sitting: J. Langevin, G. Robinson, E. Lyon, A. Johnson

Standing: N. Calyvocas, A. Johnson, J. Edgar, Captain P. Howard
Sitting: J. Langevin, G. Robinson, Elyon, J. Pidoux, K. Robinson



The Six Year Club

Standing: J. Langevin, T. Eryou
Sitting: J. Lepine, A. Wadleigh, P. Kelley, G. Gallant
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Have the members of this year’s “Six Year Club” been here a long time? Without counting years,
it certainly seems like a long time to me, especially when you consider the fact that they entered
Stanstead in the last decade! No, this is not a slight on their academic ability nor is there anything
wrong with taking the scenic route through Stanstead.

Here at the school we had no idea how lucky we were when these students entered the college and
I’m sure they had very little, if any, idea of what lay ahead for them. However, when their careers
ended here with the Baccalaureate on June 15th, six years suddenly seemed all too short. 1 talked to
most of them after the service and prize-giving and they openly reminisced about a lot of things but
especially how they could remember their first graduation, sitting in the front pews of the church, not
really comprehending what was going through the minds of that year’s graduates. Where did the time
go? Here they were, certificates in hand and tears in their eyes as the magnitude of what has passed
was becoming ever clearer to them. Words couldn’t express the rest, but the looks on the handsome
and pretty young faces of the students told stories in themselves.

Hopefully they will continue to remember their years at Stanstead College with fondness. The
faculty will remember them for the exemplary citizens they were - academically, athletically and
socially as they played a very large part in our school life.

Good luck in your futures and come back and visit us often. You will always be welcome.

Brian Denney
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Back Row: Ann Marie Buyting, Collen McDonough, Ilona Innus, Lysane Gauthier

Front Row: Marie Ann Desjardins, Kim Woodstock, Christine Michaud, Leena Lakdawala, Aurelio Useche.
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Nickname: Bash, Wash, Smash, Par 1 .
UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:

Activities: soccer, squash, tennis, hockey, -when Riad Salem wrote on his Grad sheet that

softball, choir, downhill skiing. he lives in Montreal and not in Sept |1&>T
; VVV;

Ambition: to be head of a successful cor-
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Probable destiny: ball retriever at the world’s

largest driving range; '

/ V :
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Favorite expressions: see you later, the new>V f;
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language, scum, Pm right. V7 VV; .. V'VY^VV *' *
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Weakness: golf, golf, and golf. VtVvV nVvVVVvY,-v£V '
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Nickname: Terry, Burly anne, Timber, Mouth,
Kim.
Activities: talking, eating, theatre arts, house

committee, choir, animation committee, soccer.

Ambition: host a talk show.

Probable destiny: suffering from laryngitis.

Favorite expressions: Get off the pot and smell

the coffee. Comment ca va Felep?

Weakness: chocolate, pizza, talking.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-cinnabun by Estee Lauder
-“Whereth’s Nicky”
-thermometers, Yeah Kim!
-perfume from Paris

-chats with Carroll and Andrea till 1 :00 am
-plain hamburgers \ .

; v';V V-V-V* *; • V
-apple turnover

-C.B.C.

-to Tim: “Our little secret”

-to Dibby and Nicky: “I am not a wimp”
-to P.Q. (B.B.O.C.)-“I never disturb you in Cal

class.”

-to Bio class: “ENRICH your notes”

-Nicky: “still stripping in front of the window”
-to Carroll: Pm burnt O.K.

!

Kimberley Battah

1984-1985

Nickname: Polly

Activities: soccer, basketball, softball, prefect.

Ambition: social worker.

Probable destiny: life sentence in local jail.

Favorite expressions: Ha ha! You’re so funny.

Give me a break.

Weaknesses: icecream and brownies, Time After

Time, midnight talks with Kim Battah.

Carroll Blois

1981-1985

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-to A.M., K.M.; tuck shop junior girls.

-if you don’t like it leave M.H. b-day.

-to K.M., N.M., A.M.: don’t make her feel bad.

-B.M.O.C. NO B.B.O.C.!

-to K.B.; we all know who CBC.
-to K.B. ;

our favorite sweater^; *

V

-to T.B.; we sure blew the fuse against Cen-

tennial in more ways than one!

-to A.M., N.M.; perfume in the halls.

-basketball team, in the locker room, too late

guys- V :

.

'.'7 > VVV. ;V 'A iVr A;.
-to Kim: go, Terry, go! ;

•*

-to K.M.; Katie what am I going to do?

-to P.K. in chemistry class, MOMMY.
-to A.M.; Funtack!
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UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-my Kangaroo Court.

Nickname: Bou, Bo-bo.

Activities: football, swimming, softball,

v Ambition: to become very successful in a -being room-mates with Marc and Peter,

profession. -meeting with the Duke.

Probable destiny: becoming a rich taxi driver in

>^‘:,‘New York^ity!^^
*;‘v/Favorite expression: Get away- get away- get

:
y/;away.

Weakness: being late, too many hours of

detention.

v *•

* L. ;

.

Cieran Boulos
1984-1985

Nickname: (Tim?)

Activities: football, basketball, prefect.

Ambition: flying helicopter gunships in Central

America.

Probable destiny: kindergarten teacher,V;> '7-

Favorite expressions: What? Why?
Weakness: milkshakes, steak and lobster.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-Harding in grade 11.

-the time they gave us the grad sheets two months
into school.

- 1A

1
Terry Burgis

1982-1985
• : v

'
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•
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Activities: football, hockey, back Scratching with

Steve, killing Morris in ping pong.

Ambition: doing commercials, then working my
way up to day time soaps or gynaecologist.

Favorite expressions: Lay it on me man. Lay it

on the B— . What homework! Later Babe I like

the ones over there. What wrongdoing?! Relax.

V/T:iV$ titne for the surf punks.

Weakness: wrongdoing-staying awake in Bio.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-Peter’s wrongdoing to Cieron. Pete! No! No!
Squirt ...

-offside No. 55.

-bucketing Loome.
-Steve and John chasing wrongdoers with

popsicle sticks.

-Steve lacing me in the stomach
-my famous hockey dive.

-Fred’s famous sex-ed lessons.

-Aurelio and his hair.

-Leena kneeing me in the groin.

-stealing food from Elie.

-Sorry sir, I grabbed the closest thing. Ouch!
-John tackling me in football

-Kristin ...

'f.V.;

Eric Dixon
1984-1985

Nickname: (Terry?)

Activities: hockey, soccer, prefect.

Ambition: to be successful.

Probable destiny: headmaster at B.I.N. (Beebe

Institute of NOLDGE).
Favorite expressions: SALAHHHHH...!!

!

DEFINITION OF SCIENCE: “The physical

motion test causes a chemical reaction that

u 'Creates a biological disaster.
”

Weakness: native from Beebe, modesty.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-(Jamie- remember S.C.)

-the missed penalty shots at Galt.

-“Pumpkin Head”.
-“LOSING”
-opening day introductions Kim- Tim.

-Jocko’s kangaroo court.

Tim Eryou
1979-1985

•V-V *•’. /•- ?
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Activities: prefect, soccer, hockey, softball, UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
cross-country running. -Tim’s (Eryou) Christmas present.

Ambition: officer in the Canadian Army. -Proctor hockey tournament. LV''V;:.v

Probable destiny: stockade. -grad week-end.

Favorite expressions: “There’s some funny s--- ',L V'Vv'V //-V; T ** V> U/. >
'

%v
going on here” “Lepine, you suck!” “Did we^T /.V ^

:

''L v* : ,

have any homework?”
1

V l '
v- / ;r :vVu *:V L ;Vv£*/Weakness: Anything bad for you.

Geoffrey Gallant

1979-1985

•*/;**

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:Nickname: F£lep or Filah

Activities: football, basketball, track and field, -the strange encounters in Peirce Hall

squash, tennis, T.V., dream about cars. -the last night of Grade 1 1 when I was introduced

Ambition: to own the world’s finest and most to Old Duke and the ride back home the

exotic car collection. following day.

Probable destiny: future bus driver for the

M.U.C.T.C. '

• V*v ./.* *?V} f. v\VV/u ‘Vv vLv .*

Favorite expressions: ‘Alio!’ ‘Kim tais toi’

‘Bon!!’ ‘lalalala’ Merci John, merci beaucoup.

Weakness: certainly not PEANUTS like the guy

JSr

in the Citizen Quartz commercial!
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Philippe Gilbert

1982-1985

,
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Nickname: Gils; Fish; Scarecrow.

Activities: soccer, basketball, track and field,

Davis House Comm. ,
choir. ,

•* ;.\

Ambition: to be rich and famous.
Prnhahle destinv: workine in the sProbable destiny: working in the sports shop

with Archie.

Favorite expressions: “kicks!” “Bang it!”

Weakness: alcohol (Esp. Molson Export),

women on skis.

/cON':

•

, -I, Y.’

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-spring break ’84.

-8 at the log.

-LCC Tournament.
-missing penalty kick PK and I.

-House Comm, meetings.

-Lepine and Salem skiing. . \L\ ;»

-LP and LC trying to start fire with 5$.

-break dancing at Model UN.
-results of wearing tie to Friday night dinner.

-Mr. Denney’s whistle.

-to TE- CB finds package in bed during com-
puter camp.
-The Queen of Wales lost her tails, and didn’t

know where to find them, so she called upon
James Gilchrist

1980-1985

Nickname: “The Gis”

Activities: prefect, animation committee,

football, basketball, choir, drama, Food

Committee.

Ambition: to be perfect.

Probable destiny: Housemaster of Bugbee.

Favorite expressions: “I’m sorry.” “Oivey”.

Claim to fame: banana man! to strike out (but at

least I’m swinging).

Weakness: food, women, money.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-AW & I2W2 & CM “Yiddish Class’

-my diet.

-“Where’s the line?? (KR, JP, MG)
-What a snap!

-Can we have a dance??

-Tickle my back (NH).
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Michael Gisser

1980-1985
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Ilona Innus

1982-1985

. Visttcole Hess

•
.V

, j 980- 1 985

Nickname: Nicky, Broom Hess. UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
Activities: soccer, squash, food committee, -Where’s the beef?

gossip committee, choir. -Spanish Masquerade.
Ambition: dentist -Carlos

Probable destiny: ail my teeth fall out. -Chichi, Martin, and 1.

Favorite expressions: Do you smoke Canadian? •^walking around Montreal- with suitcases.

You lose. The Colby hymn. Carlos is phoning. -the bruised hands D.P.
You won’t believe this ....My hands are cold. -theshadow.
Weakness: Carlos and food, gullible. -bubblehead C.M.

-going out for long walks.

c'vVcGVT’V ;£'
!:

. v>-V.:> -;vv :

"
l^e infamous squash team.

-Do 1 have too much K.B.?
c; ‘ -Jean MarcS. B.

-Grivell House.
-Friday night laundry D.P. . y’<G

:
G: ;

'/r
. T / -the house meeting. ,

G- -Do you want a manicure?

Nickname: 12, Wrong Way. UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
T ‘Activities: prefect, soccer, basketball, tennis, -Fred got us out of the girl’s locker room just to

track and field, ski committee. Animation giveT2 and A.W. a hug.

committee, theatre, horseback riding. -12 went for cover at the first house party.

Ambitionfii^l^ -A.W. couldn’t stop laughing all of Oct. 29th.

Probable destiny: a “meat” packer at Saga. -Fred’s psychology class on abortions.

Favorite expression: “Eatems Gremookabits” -Ramoona and Connie- keep loose.

Right C.D. and P.M. -we tried to snort our jello!!!

Weakness: Yhocholate Yhip Yookies yrom -the lovely COLD showers.
Yuncan Yines and my baby Ricky. -Where’s the beef?

-Ann came to basket ball with her shorts on
backwards.

-when the prefects had no class.

-yass theyasketball.

Y; V* -my fuzzy friend MK

.

-those BURPS!

V * V * ‘

Nickname: Mohawk
Activities: football, X-country skiing, track and
field, choir, outing club, rifle range, Tae Kwon
Do.

Ambition: dream psychologist.

Probable destiny: dreamer
Favorite expressions /Claim to fame: inventor

of “yay boys” and “Sam”, most interesting

V 'Jb&throom ’84, Stanstead’s oldest student,

“Why? Stupidity comes immediately to mind!”
“Morning, Bruce!” my nose.

Weakness: women.
* «**'*.•'

.? 'v; ; a >,:• •
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Nickname
: \

Activities: X-country running, part hockey
player, basketball manager, softball brewer, part

prefect, piano player.

Ambition: a lonely song writer and musician

living in New Zealand and doing things my own
.yi';

I*-.-'

; v
’

Probable destiny: Hopefully, Heaven, if there is

one .... but during my life, a blind accordion

player on the streets.

Favorite expressions: more or less, la-la-la-la.

Alio! Merci, Felep, merci beaucoup.

Claim to fame: knowing people everywhere I go.

Weaknesses: women, peace, making friends, jazz

music, Tchaikovsky’s 1812 Overture.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-“I wanna go to jail”

-pygmies

-Bognar breaking his bed.

-beating Galt

-getting spelling bees k la Perez and Singh.

-No. 57 the number of the beats (JP).

-“We want Scott!”

-Super beings (Popsicle Man!)
-3rd floor wars.

-remember gym? I don’t. (KR)
-psychoanalyzing Mo (KR SM SW JC CP)
-Mormon! (MH)

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
“NOW FOR A CLASS ON ABORTION,
-the last night of ’83-’84 school year!!

-Baleine et Jueiion sont ensembles.

-One after the other, after the other.

-“Watch out for the monster!”
-Steve is gone ........

Jean Frederic Juster

1981-1985

Andrew Johnson
1979-1985

; I ••
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Nickname: P.K., Egg, Panama Boy.

Activities: basketball, choir, softball, soccer,

Animation Committee, track and field, prefect,

spectrum, athletic committee.

Ambition: to win!!

Probable destiny: to live in Bebee!

Favorite expressions: What a goof! It figures!

Weakness: being at Stanstead for 6 years.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-bubble blowing with Singerman.

-missing the penalty shot at Galt.

-“The Retard Lingo.”

-Jocko vs. Plourde.

-“Gonna kill the Yellow Man!”
-Wimpley!

.
• Vv -

-Losing

-“Seriously guys!”
‘

-“JUST THINK ”

V7 .; i;

Patrick Kelly

1979-1985

Nickname: Tweety, but also known to Riad and

Gary as Tweet sa.

Activities: rifle range, hockey, football manager,

softball.

Ambition: to be a RCMP officer.

Probable destiny: manager of the Montreal - —
Canadians. -Eryou’s skilful lumberjacking.

Claim to fame: cleanest room in the house, being -PK’s first hockey game (1979 All-Campus)

quiet. -Kangaroo Court.

Weakness: alcoholic beverages, food, sports, -the major room search held on Mon. Nov. 12th,

cars and motorcycles, pretty women. 1984 from 10:30 pm - 2:00 am.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-Birdman
-Jungle Boy.

-Scarecrow of
-the Hicks (TE, JL, GG, AW) Y;‘i&

Junior Bacs.

-my room at night.

Jean Langevin

1979-1985

-BEING HERE SIX YEARS.
.

V>;1

Nickname: Jocko
Activities: soccer, softball, hockey, prefect.

Ambition: to be a chartered accountant in a big

city.

Probable destiny: running the tuck shop.

Favorite expressions: seriously guys, big enough,

study.

Weakness: my height and my big mouth.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-grad *84

- thousand rubbers.

:«;Y:
. . 4 V.V » ;» 1

Jacques Lepine

1979-1985

Activities: I was part of a group of athletic

students known as “the vegetables”. We worked
very hard practicing a variety of sports such as

badminton, archery and football. We were lucky

because we took hot showers every afternoon. I

enjoyed it.

Ambition: My principle ambition is to learn

languages, then I would be able to communicate
and know people from different countries.

Probable destiny: I would probably become a

hermit.

Favorite expressions: “lam still hungry”, “lam
freezing”, “No way”, “Oh my God”, “Hi”.
Weakness: Swenson’s, “SYOB”.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-cold showers

-Physics class 7 **, C * * - Y S-V?Tv’ ;

; \ 7
-80 minutes of Biology class

-breaks

-the dining hall

-Spanish meetings

-Snack and 1/2

-intramurals

‘
;
v.v

Mariana Manzanarez
1984-1985

-Sunday mornings

-salad bar

-Dibby’s hiccup
.• *.'i I-.' v .
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Nickname: “TYG” UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
Activities; horseback riding, veg, X-country-: -Friday night laundry N.H. and D.P.
skiing.

Ambition: broadcaster

Probable destiny: working for Saga.

Favorite expressions: I don’t have an accent.

Are pancakes fattening?

Weakness: food (diets), panoid.

-new student ’s race. *•

-when Nicky was scared.

-P & M’s.

-biology classes.

;:-v/

,
• ;

»*

\ • *« ,*.

. V . I ;

Colleen McDonough
1984-1985

* *. *j
• : » ’
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Nickname: Hippie, Granola, Sofs. UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
Activities: None, going on secret missions. -mv week vacation

Ambition: to leave S.C. with my sanity! -the A Team A
Favorite expressions: Groovy. Should we keep -Grad ’84

the cap? Take that wrong-doer! Best batch we -The Duke
ever had!

!

Weaknesses: sleeping in Mr. Shefler’s biology,

waking up in the morning.
V
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^Stening to ‘TUNES*? 'V*\: I
.

-throwing away the cap.

-winning the Major ‘D\
-Caroline, looking for her friends.

-J.C. throwing up on my shoes.

-the last night of school ’84.

-having an attitude problem.

-watching T.V. with J.P.

-being grounded
-saying ‘you love it* to Noah.
-Popsicle man and Pedro subduing wrong-doers,
-the Thursday with G.R.

Steve Mcllroy
1983-1985

7 LA

Andrea Mickie

1982-1985

Nickname:Ange, Mickic Mouse, Red.
Activities: X-country skiing and running, track,

editor of Spectrum, prefect, talking all night

long, gossip columnist.

Ambition: to be rich and famous and the editor

of the New York Times and to be good with

figures. //.*'
s

'.

t

Probable destiny: paperboy (girl) for the New
York Times.

Favorite expressions:-.... around -you think

you’re funny eh? -Can I borrow your ....? -fag -

gay.

Claim to fame: being Colin’s sister.

Weakness: saga food, short boys, and big noses

(C.M.).

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-(M.H.) unhand that girl!

-1st and 2nd floors of Colby and the radiators

(take a number)
-Friday nights.

-2 hours on the telephone.

-when we were all in the infirmary after study.

-(C.B.) I thought you were in the back of the car.

-(K.L.) And we did finally find Louis!!!

-X-country ski practices.

-calculus classes-back to your corners!

!

-hockey games and whip lash.

-Monday morning prefect duties.

-Naomi Moores head prefect.

-(M.H.) I fed you a leaf and it all began. You
owe me dinner !1

*: I •

Activities: basketball, soccer, track and field, UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
choir. -suffer from Tom Jones Syndrome.
Ambition: Nobel Peace Prize (cure for every -nervous break down from English class,

disease in the world). Prime Minister of Japan, -Dibby and her amazing expressions!

first woman to LIVE on Venus, V-i'CC * V
*':*•»* J LCrYiWrfrtrl mv cnpirvIrunVal tprminnlnou

Probable destiny: achievement of all of the

above which includes being extraterrestrial,

intelligent, powerful, strong. Beautiful, brave,

and perhaps an extra inch won’t do any harm.
Favorite expressions: ‘‘I’m too Japanese to do a

thing like that!” “Thank God, I’m Japanese!”
“I can’t wait till June ... I wanna get out of here

for some reason I don’t understand.” Weakness:
Are you kidding?!

me and my sociological terminology

-stupid-moi forgot to take down stats at the B-

ball game vs. Centennial Academy. WBM
-my first speech in English class.

-Mr. S. and his expressions, both verbal and
FACIAL!

. ..* * V.-VY
Michiko Nohara

1983-1985
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Nickname: Dibby, Miss Pickles

Activities: choir, soccer, squash, tennis.

Ambition: to marry a millionaire^ .

'

Probable destiny: cleaning bathrooms in Colby.

Favorite expressions: Is the water hot?/ Hang
about / What’s that?/ That’s ridiculous/ I’ve got

to take my eyes out / No thanks- I’m on a diet.

Weaknesses: meatloaf !/ Oreos/ I’m ticklish.

Nickname: Quince, Walrus, Penguin, GQ,
Preppy.

Activities: basketball, football, prefect, choir,

spectrum, softball, organizer for bar-hopping.

Ambition: president in charge of engineering for

Porsche.

Probable destiny: beach bum and model for GQ
or editor of the National Enquirer.

Favorite expressions: You’re on drugs,

Everything is going to be alright.

Claim to fame: making a fool of myself in front

of the school, my modesty.

Weakness: none- except my good looks and fact

I can’t say no to a woman.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-Friday night entertainment at the laundry.

-Where’s the beef?

-cinnamon and eggs (KL)

-B-52’s

-Guido’s party

-a bruised nose and head courtesy of CP. vv
%-

-Eric’s watch / •> : L .

’ V ft : / ’

-chefs salad, meat and potatoes and nuts and
bolts.

-slapped wrists (NH).

-spaghetti again (AA, CB).
-the Colby Hymn and Broomhilda.

-Hicky’s talent with the broom.
-the wimp (KB).

-the Mouth (KM).
-the Mongoloids: EF, MK, KM, AU, LL.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-TE is unveiled at gym.
-duck hunting by the barn. C/i.

-AK on codeine and orange juice.

-my speech at alumni.

-Sam jumping downstairs. yV-
,;

.

-Terry and his new “toys”.

-Sam’s K- court.

-Grad 1985

-drinking with ‘Arthur’ (the movie), — ;V
: ’

-the 5$ fire with SG, LP, LC, (but we try foV’

forget).
;

:

-Sam beating on the windows during Grad *847. ’

7 :

y

-having a “chat” with our good old friend JD
during Spring break ’84.

-the smurf game. ’ 7 /‘a -v
;

;

’

Elizabeth Pickles

1984-1985

Patrick Quinlan • ; c

;

r

1981-1985

Kelly Robinson
1981-1985

Nickname: Captain Inert.

Activities: football, X country skiing, track and

field, rifle range, Outing Club.

Ambition: being a metaphycisist to study the

ultimate causes and the underlined nature of

things.

Probable destiny: being a Montreal bus driver on

strike.

Favorite expressions: twit, run away, the cat

made me do it, good morning, What was the

question?

Weakness: undisturbed sleep, opportunity to go

to town.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-the offense lines’ Monday afternoon run (MG,

?V:Vv.V>

-No, I don’t!! (AJ)

-Mo’s problem

-the space ships (MG) y *

-being creative (AJ) ;•

5

-S.C.U.M.
-trying to find out what time breakfast was on

Saturday morning.

-being Duly Subdued by Mr. Peirce.

-shooting beside Ed and the automatic.

-floor wars.

-All the A’s (AJ)

-Friday nights baked fish and liver and onions.
M- ::

Riad Salem
1982-1985

Nickname: Spud* Abdul, Riahhh!

Activities: soccer, basketball, softball, choir.

Ambition: head of the medical department at

McGill.

Probable destiny: breakdancing on *

.

Catherine’s.

Favorite expressions: ‘Yea, right!’ ‘Tell me
about it!’ ‘KICKS!’ ‘BON!’
Weakness: S.C. (not Stanstead College), other

than that, none.

« r‘ •

UNFORGETTBLE MOMENTS:
-“Way up there with the C -f ”.

-breakdancing lessons from Fung and Kelly.

-Fred in Peirce Hall.

-P.B.’s expressions.

-P.B. in the washroom.
-Geoff in the backseat.

-Grad week-end.



Favorite expressions /Claim to fame: Champion
classroom sleeper - “Wake me up when the

v-jteacher comes.
1 ’

(S *, \i ; ^W^kness : Pizza.
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Nickname: Sam UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
“ ri £*$7’ Activities: XC running, skiing, track, outing -Terry’s piano playing mother

rlnh ohr*ir rhru4^>l D M rrrHWt -TTliJ Is on his wa v tr> Peir<he Hatclub, choir, model U.N., prefect. -Gills on his way to Peirce Hall (1 :00 am).

-‘/Ambition: president of Ford. -P.K. ‘spazing out’ at the Landing.

Probable destiny: unemployed. -Bachand and blades.

Favorite expressions /Claim to fame: Champion -diplomaacy till 4:30 am.
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Michael Sander/C :

1982-1985

'

Nickname: Skiddley
*-~ r

Activities: soccer, basketball, softball, prefect.

Ambition: fashion merchandizes

Probable destiny: bottle capper at Molson’s.

Favorite expressions /Claim to Fame: Hey, dude.

My height, my gum, my dirty looks.

yV.
. Weakness: gum, peanuts.

*: : .. *

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
; ;
j.'rhaving a ‘negative’ attitude.

: -Ladies' night. '•

;Y.

-Yhocolate Yhip Yookies. VC*-
-Fred gurgling his jello and Fred snorting it.

-Fred’s hugs.

-Fred’s sex-ed class.

-“Yassthe Yasketball.”

-the long distance calls.

-feeling like a bear and prairie dog.

;
: -having the giggles 12

-Colin having such a tute little tooch.

Ann Wadleigh /

1979-1985

A-

Activities: football, basketball, skiing, shooting

down helicopter gunships.

Ambition: marine biologist.

Probable destiny: fisherman in Nova Scotia,

bum (unemployed).

Claim to fame: my hat and being able to see

through fog!

Weakness: big beaches with nice sunsets and a 2-

4.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-Singerman in the toilet!

7i v

Philip Watson
1984-1985
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; ; wickname: ;i ma UNFORGEJct
Activities: X-eountry running, basketball, track -when “studies were too important,

and field. ' ,V -No. 30

Ambition: chartered accountant, mathema- -“Slot”

tician. -Tina Turtle

Probable destiny: lottery ticket salesman. -new students' race.

Favorite expressions: Oh, my God! -nice cold showers*:,

Weakness: basketball.

Christina Marie Barnes

1984-1985

-late lights with Isabelle (dozy brain!)

V -dear diary

.
' r\ V *

/*•'* /.*•'** i •
••'.•V. . *-A. '.T: :

Nickname: JD, Homme. UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
Activities: football, swimming, soccer, Pig -French class

Patrol. -sleepless night with Glenn in grade 10.

Ambition: being the most famous lawyer in the -LCC Tournament
world. -MR. WINDEX NEXT TIME YOU’RE GOING
Probable destiny: rotting in prison. TO ASK.
Favorite expressions: pis toe, 1%??!! -Troum’s burps.

Weakness: not laughing with Marc in English. -Alain S using God’s toothbrush.

Jean David Begin

1983-1985

Nickname: le free et ohe! le joyeux naufrage.

Activities: rifle range, sleep 600, un p’tit coup de

temps en temps, having a lot of parties.

Ambition: I want to travel around the world at

least 13 times.

Probable destiny: travel in Canada and try to

reach my goal. Being my own boss.

Favorite expressions: Christie de pas bon! Ya rien

l&on est en vacances.

Weakness: women and beer at the same time.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-having fun at the pub while the guys were

waiting at Windsor Station.

-the night in Montreal before you left for Africa.

Jerome Belanger

1983-1985

/•



.Nickname: Anabarbara UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
Activities: intramurals, swimming, track and -my first detention,

field. -the JEATL problem.

Ambition: going to CEGEP, university and -remember ‘that’ letter,

working for the third world . -Tina’s teddy bear.

Probable destiny: Davis House director and -Christmas exams,

;

,* '

“
^becoming part of theMuppet Show as Kermit. -New Students Race.

Favorite expressions: Another assignment? No! -geography essays.

y *}»-too much work! Do I have a letter? I hate winter! -Latin American parties.

••*vShut up Jaime! -Wacko Jaime

Weaknesses; too nice, green apples, too -“Homework makes you ugly”,

studious. -Richard, nice perfume!

-the Jacksons show (Tina?)

f s / V 4
;

-December calendar (Tina?)

Ana Berlie

1984-1985

Nickname: Scooter, Mormon, Nigerian.

Activities: soccer, hockey, softball, rifle range,

junior fireman, prefect.

Ambition: to own a popular, exquisite ski resort.

Probable destiny: psychologist.

Favorite expressions: What a tool! Goodnight
Matt ! Good day for the race!

Weakness: video games, skiing, Europe,

females, parties, cars, oreo cookies.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-junior bacs.

-Gary’s Place (Glenn!)

-Proctor

-Galt penalty shots (Pat, Jamie!)

-Jay Peak
-Monday assembly and hymn.
-Kangaroo Court

-Cliff driving Glenn to Nick’s.

-MH, MK, CM, ZP, CD, DL, PM, MT, CP, EF,

AU, GR, JP, GB, Davis House, Senior Colby.

-Popsicle man and Pedro.

-Jackie at tuck shop.

-new boys’ race.

-Matt’s bald.

-Zub’s first drink.

-THE HACKER!

Nickname: Pachi

Activities; Intramurals, X-country skiing,

swimming, tennis.

Ambition: architecture.

Probable destiny: Madhouse, university.

Favorite expressions: You’re a veg! Ah OK! You
are dead! I’m in love with JB! I don’t understand

anything. Have you seen John? Oh, no, 1 failed

my French test.

Weakness: John Blois, icecream.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-Michael’s, P&M’s, MacDonalds.
-walking down to Beebe 5 more minutes.

-When Mr. Peirce came into our room and

Deanna and 1 looked like bums pigging out on

curly-Q’s.

-going downtown to do our laundry on roller

skates.

-grad week-end ’84.

-Gremlins!

-Itch, Itch (B-ball)

-It’s the week-end. Who cares! And I have to eat

because I have an exam,
-walking over to wave for breakfast.

-trying to wake up at 5:00 am to study.

-tanning behind the barn.

-X-country skiing.
Patricia Caceres

1983-1985

Nickname: Nick

Activities: football, X-country skiing, rifle

range, raping.

Ambition: to become president of Greece.

Probable destiny: taking over for Mr. Gallant at

assembly.

Favorite expressions: wake-up, time to sleep, sex

and violence.

Weakness: cigarettes.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-bashing Elie in Grade 9 with John.

-We want Scott!

-meeting the Duke!

-Tony and Glenn’s hair.

-breaking wind in detention hall and getting a

detention for it.

-Mr. Philip after we beat Galt saying “How
sweet it is!”

-my friend Glenn.

-waking up in class at 4:30 to find everybody

gone.

Nicolas Calyvocas-tsoi

1981-1985
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Nicknames: STUD, “PA”, Fool (CM), Zim.

Activities: soccer, tennis, animation and house

committees, partying (not at SC of course!)

Ambition: to travel or live in Dubai: become a

pro tennis player.

Probable destiny: back up singer to “Sods”;

death.

Favorite expressions: Yo seng mo oy, Yey, you,

what the -- you lookin' at, la poupee gonflable,

on est en vacances, we're in Canada, on marche.

Weakness: women (too bad there aren’t any here

though), tennis rackets (buying them).

Cristian Duvert

1983-1985

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-PA and AP at W3.
-the night at W3 (in the tent with ?)

-talking over old times with CM.
-scoring at Richmond. V %v
-1st room mate at Stanstead. \ y
-AAUG and Raul’s big stereo. iv ;Y

-4 girls in 4 weeks.

-3 for 1 discount.

-CB’s first time.

-getting my senior ‘S’ in soccer.

-randy mandy
-two X-large pizzas at 4:00 am with AAUG, EF,

MK, and JR.

-ALLO, ZIMBAB, ME VOiCI! (L.J.)

Elizabeth Fantaye
1981-1985

’

Nickname; Fant
Activities: eating, vegies, softball, squash.

Ambition: to be happy in life, whatever happens

and to start a Mormon choir.

Probable destiny: a fat quack.

Favorite expressions: “A blessing in disguise”

“Great minds think alike yet small ones seldom

differ” “faggot face (2)” “What a jerk!”

Weaknesses: junk food, good food, Saga food,

ANY food.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-Zang Zipping

-lazy Dom V - V
*

-T.T.F.W.
-N.S.

-C.B.C.

-sex. ed. with Miss Owens.
-Elie’s buck teeth.

-massage parlor

-Gelnohj

-“Do you Nomi?”
-first time I saw snow.
-vitamin C and tiger balm. * v*-L ;

-TS-bow and arrow, bon, alors!

-potato head

-Suthie- baby
-NEFSE NO!

Nickname: Fenny, Finigan.

Activities: vegetable, squash, rifle range, soft-

ball, Pig Patrol.

Ambition: to become a military pilot or own a

small business.

Probable destiny; gynacologist, working in

P&M’s.
Favorite expressions: bag! where’s your broom!
hypocrite, that’s enough.

Claim to fame; aircraft and missiles, lasting

through 4 years at Stanstead.

Weakness: cold showers, girls, confinement,

Monday mornings, boring Sundays, Saga food,

rooming next to John Richards.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-when Abrioux lived up to Sutherland’s name,

-pouring listermint on Loome’s hair.

-when l threw fire crackers at Mr. Chen in

chemistry class.

-Capt. Howard- the electronic whiz.

-sneaking into Colby with Aurelio.

-Khalil’s hair.

-my hero, Dave Bonn.
-when Clifford smashed his mother’s car.

-Deric Fung, the all round “Dude”.
-doing my homework with Kathleen, Leena.

-Bring your trays up!
!
(KM, MK, AAUG LL).

-when Jason put .... in the soup.

-when AAUG’s mother wanted me to drink more
whisky when I already had enough. Elie Fenster

1981-1985

Nickname: Zonzoune.
Activities: soccer, squash, softball, swimming,

downhill skiing, karate, choir, theatre arts.

Ambition: to become a wealthy, successful

doctor, travelling.

Probable destiny: no comments.

Favorite expressions: Moder, Putin, Alio!, neye,

enweye, diete moder, park moi s’en meme pas! !!

Weakness: bonjour, cheating on my tests,

sleeping exams (it’s a joke by the way).

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-“Bonjour”
-the itty bitty.

-my stereo in front of the window.

-Lissa- our long lasting talks.

-bouge pas!

-our room and everything else (nos Conneries)

-CM remember that night and the ‘Old Duck’.

-Chichi, remember all of us and the shower (I’m

sorry).

-LP’s parties.

-Til never forget you guys- LJ, VN, CM, LP, SB,

IT, PM, CD, JS, TH, J J, etc and all the good

times we had together.

-Lissa, remember Michael’s.

-Peter, I’ll miss you.

-Remember STANSTEAD.
Suzanne Fradet

1982-1985
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N ick

Activities: football, swimming, track and field.

;: 'to be rich and lazy, lo> dive off the new
platform in the pool, to finish my Grade l

-Stan.stead
. f

* V

•Probable destiii^;>raid<^tHpper, cra$y;-$yte.:

'

Favorite expressions: for crying out loud, Burgis,

you fag (joking), on march e; YEAH!! pis toe -f

/-a
: v;;

* •

<\;1

Weakness: trying (sports), admitting I’m wrong.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
4tfkdcs . « \; !

- „„
.

/* '

-the bottle \V; W>V.
-swim and track training. c'>' ^

-Burgis bugging Peter and me.

-him through the window.
-the quarter Fred stole from me, V VyC:

-I was one of the visitors (Hi Lori). V;*' Gv *

-all the MIKES (and MICHAELS)
-“Cliffor Perman get out your lap manui”.

-rise up, rise up (good song, eh?). E ' f
'

Luc Frechette

1983-1985

Nickname: La queue, Spiky..;'- *Vy^

'

Activities: rifle range, horseback riding,

photography (Spectrum), veg, swimming, After

Hours Club.

Ambition: becoming a drug analyst. I wanna
rock.

Probable destiny: famous par tier.

Favorite expressions: Gimme a break.

Everything changes whether you like it or noG so

what the heck. One life to live- enjoy it while

you’re at it.

Weakness: listening to music full blast, I don’t

worry about the rest. It’s life and I’m only

human (I think).

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-skinny dipping in 56 degree water.

-getting kicks out of visiting the pool roof.

-Bushwacking Alison? Get serious, it’s Sunday!
-Friday night videos and mushy pizza.

-posters on the wall.

-La Bruja.

-my own little corner K.M.
-getting a hug.

-leaving for break.

-saying good-bye to my uniform!!!

-Kristin’s flying pig.

-color coordination, me? never.

-sliding down to t he river, \ V* £ ;

/

-tuck shop games and Gizmo football senior

games.

-K.McP. remember talking in our sleep?

Lysane Gauthier

1984-1985

Matthew David Harding
1982-1985

Lissa Juster

1983-1985

Nickname: AP? Yieu Tieu

Activities: TAE KWON-DO, soccer, swimming.
Spectrum, softball, rifle range, honorary defect

and assistant table-head to C.M., going to Jebba
with Glenn.

Ambition: 10th Nan Ninja Master.

Probable destiny: future karate teacher at

Stanstead or popsicle vendor.

Favorite expressions: A banana popsicle, please!

I am Ninja- Wata shi wa ninja. Kiah! Pop-atom!
OH, DUM! And now you know!
Weakness: banana popsicles, warm radiators.

The Richelieu Towers, KLM, Ninja movies,

books, magazines, television shows.

Nickname: Zimbabweena, Gonzo, Copper Top,
‘Brap-brap’ (FU PD).
Activities: vegetable sports, softball, X-country
skiing, choir, theatre arts, soccer, karate (joke of

the year), sleeping.

Ambition: commercial artist.

Probable destiny: a one way ticket to Europe for

the rest of my life.

Favorite expressions: Hiaulisse, ossts, siyoirr,

neyh, diete moder, I am the tiger and, you,

Caroline, are the worm, Ah, come on you guys,

pitie, “(PG) nous sommes les enfartts de Dieu!”
Weakness: cheating on my diets, marzipan,

spoon (SF), hugging Drooper and then throwing
it against the wall (CM), X-country skiing (fun

one), “Hey guys, let’s go to karate class!”

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-W3 with PA
-“Hey, Kermit!” in Chemistry. •:,/* >.

-Tina Turtle in Physics.

-MK got hit by the flying bra.

-“SID” in Grade 9. •

-I; met R.R.’s grandmother in Grade 10.

-“Quasimodo and the urge”-J.B.

-L.C.C. Tournament
-Who the is Leon?-J.B., C.D.
-Dougie- the amazingly amazing, very good
standup comedian.
-K.S.M. + C.D. what a perfect couple!

-the “Middle Row” in Calculus (Z.P. and
E.W.).

-Big enough! HANDS OFF!
-stealing Radnay’s bed every morning.
-banana popsicle with C.M.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-Suzanne and 1 having nice warm tea by the

window.
-my dear friend, the closest.

-VN; the afternoon behind the arena.

-VN; going to supper with something missing?

-CM; our conferences in the park and the black

wedding! 4200??

-CM: nobody likes our music!

-I will never forget the good times with VN, SF,

LR, SM, AP, LP, SB, IT, CD, JJ, PG, AU, AB,
EF, KM, SM, KM.
-senior girls’ soccer team: remember screaming

at me to get the ball? Well, you will forgive me
now knowing that I was listening to ‘Stay Free’.

-Remember Francisco? Our long discussions?

-Remember Stanstead?

1
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‘V Nickname; Anne (Hanagh!)

Activities: soccer, basketball, track and field,

rec. swimming, downhill skiing.

Ambition: to be a somebody.
Probable destiny: Who’s that girl?

Favorite expressions: Oh, foul! What am I going

to wear? WELL
him. OK Isabelle

DIET!! BLAH!! Isabelle, can I borrow your

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS
-the fly

-No. 17 and No.

-Carrott

-4 of us

22 :a;‘vv '*v v:
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;
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v

s: Oh, foul! What am I going -Goggle Brain

You know what, 1 really like -midnight feasts

tomorrow we really have to -B.C. T v.T.

sabelle, can I borrow your -RED HAIR
black shoes? Give him a bag! Naomi, you’re not -sneaking downtown
going upstairs. Tv'C -the alley

Weaknesses: FOOD, perfume, Calvin Klein -‘immature’ juniors
rvinrlalr ciifoorinn _n r\\\! \\1 f* VHfPrA tU'n

Ana Marie Kelly

1981-1985

models, swearing.

-Peter

-P.Q.

-now we were two
-Roots boots and P.C. oatmeal.

Nickname: Fuzz, Roach.

; : v*.*‘ %
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UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
; f&.

Activities: soccer, hockey, softball, Train Club, -the bathroom we made on the way to Procter!

-Tony and his sleeping bag- :Gnap.Spectrum, prefect.

Ambition: to be a rich and successful doctor in

Rio de Janeiro.

Probable destiny: being a nurse in the Stanstead

College infirmary.

Favorite expressions: you smell, OK fine —-!,

Come here!, I’m gonna hit you!

Claim to fame: my hair.

Weakness: when Kathleen was room confined!

-LCC Tournament.
•visiting Lori after gym class. i/ \ ? vvy.V? 1

•to Kathleen- “Zubin loves you^Uv :
' >[•>: * V..^v ;,vV I

•going away and bringing back presents. >U‘vv

•the “Closet”. .*-:c
V

Elie’s bird in the morning. - ?;

-waiting forever and ever.

-the staff room was leaking! LyY;V '/

-MK + KM.
-remember EF, AAUG, LL, II, AW, CMy.atoS' .v

especially KM! A \;Yt \ 7» V

,

T
l‘i .

.

TfeTMM

Nickname: Leener, Cooler, Weney, Fish.

Aguamala, Lakdawalawalawa.
UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-China times.

Activities: X-country skiing, alpine skiing, rifle -middle doors of Colby,

range, veg, horseback riding, swimming, soft- -Elie had his good jokes.

ball. -ruining Eric’s sex life,

-midnight smoker's/.Ambitions: playing bingo with AAUG.
Take over Ness’s business! -Kathleen imitating the Broom. • V;V' /‘ A;:V
Probable destiny: Cegep, university, -getting caught in smoker at 9:00 am with
Ness’s business! Kathleen by the Broom.
Favorite expressions: Ahhh! 1 wish! -being confined to our rooms for missing a Saga
Aureliooooo!! “The bridge, he can’t get it up: ’C \ . Supper! '

:
•'

.*??•£* ;* Vv •

“La Bruja!” Miss Pickles! -“The Bad Week”. L\;V. .**,

Weakness: staying away from: food, -sleeping over in Davis.

‘homework’ AAUG. talkine while having -Elie’s hair tRiskv RuSine^U

Leena Lakdawala
1983-1985

homework’, AAUG, talking while having -Elie’s hair (Risky Business!)

‘something’ in my mouth. -me and Elie- the best 2 vegs!

-Mushroom Jaime
-trying to make it on time for brekie.

Nickname: Dougie

Activities soccer, squash.

Ambition: to be a top photographer.

Probable destiny: Blank?!

Favorite expressions: Very good! Amazingly
amazing! Unlucky (Mr. Walker), Horn, horn, -the deodorant.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-first soccer game against B.C.S.

-the 4-H Club.

-C.D. & D.L., the representatives from Hong
Kong.

horn.

V
. y

.

^Weakness: get mad easily

*v } .*

-40 degrees very nice.

-the soccer game with Galt in the play-offs,

-people keep coming to ask me for a quarter,

ft-V 2, •* V; A !
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Douglas Lam
1984-1985
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Nickname: Carot, Kim, Kimmy.
Activities: soccer, swimming, softball, downhill

skiing, lifeguard, horseback riding.

Ambition: making the Olympics in horseback

riding (three day event).

Probable Destiny: pro soccer playing (ha, ha!),

working with animals, pro horseback rider.

Favorite expressions: Bon bain, type of thing,

Yeah! AH! Come on!, OOPS!
Weakness: being injured.

Kimberley Laperle
:vY ,7981-1985

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-Edgewater with, A.W., C.M., J.G., J.P.

-cinnamon eggs with Dibby.
-A.K. favorite Pink Panther. 7
-Fant, fly hunting in our room.
-cream fights in Grade 8.

-getting sick at the Christmas dance.

-P.M. breaking windows.

-crossing the river with Lori on April 25th every

year.
« 7‘

4

7:.; v--:;",

-hickieSj right Naomi.
-going to play squash in Sherbrooke.

-N.M., A.M., C.M., D.M., N.L., M.L., and me,
the red head family on ice.

-weird nights with A.K. in our room.
-Emma’s b-day every year.

-pro hairdresser in the school.

Nickname: Kate, Katy, Kateness, Apple, Toffee,

Kattyoiks, KSM, “Sharon”.
Activities: nothing much besides soccer and swim
team, sleeping and eating.

Ambition: to graduate from here without per-

manent brain damage and then become rich and
famous! Perhaps I’ll write a book or become the

first female president of the United States.

Probable destiny: eventual death and then

;
coming back as a sloth.

Favorite expressions: I can’t do this. “I’M
GREAT!” This is sooo much fun! You only live

one .... so who cares.

Claim to fame: I am the 23rd cousin of the late

Maharaja of Bhitnor and proud of it.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-the Tasmanian Devil and the apartment door-

fool.

-teh imitation fad (L.M. -Lissa).

-eating eggs.

-Car-Car the phone rings!

-the yellow walls syndrome.

-toenails grow in the fields.

-meet my feet!

-Good luck margarine!

-the mystery of the musical rubber band and the

dead flies.

-definition of gross!

-CB\s sexy pose.

-like some rose hip herbal tea (huh Susi?)

-What’s a thumb tack!

-Who’s Henry C.B.?!

-Glennda- keep your eyes open!

Katryn Sharon Mackintosh
1984-1985

Nickname: The Avon Lady.
Activities: horseback riding, drama, choir,

karate, house committee, soccer, X-country
skiing, downhill skiing.

Ambition: psychiatrist.

Probable destiny: the Clark Institute of Insanity.

Weakness: gullible.

Kristin-Anne MacPherson
1983-1985

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-“Whattaya wanna do with your life!” U2
-triple piercing my ears.

-dying my hands and feet red-devil worshipping

for Halloween.

-peace-love-grooviness.

-‘Happy Trails’ - Eric Dixon.

-talking in my sleep.

-Bob Newhart and week-end videos.

-Nicky’s zombie.

-Lysane’s Billy Idol blasting.

-“very spikey”.

-the infamous Christmas Dance ’83.

-black lipstick, gel, mousse, hairspray, teasing.

-Mel Gibson
-AND my flying pig.

Nickname: Mouth, Ka-Ka.
Activities: veg, swim team, after hours club,

M.N.S.’s club, doing as much homework as

possible, theatre arts, skating, skiing.

Ambition: to replace Joan Rivers!

Probable destiny: someplace like Stanstead, but

only with rubber walls
! Vf-

'

Favorite expressions. Cancer, Baby, cancer! Ah,
O.K.! Oben boggie, fa bruja! I’d rather be

walking.

Weakness: keeping quiet at the best of times.

Going a whole week without hours. Going
without a walk.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-doing homework behind the ‘B’ with Fenny.

-to Mike, the soccer nets wouldn’t have been the

same.

-the closet, waiting after the Oct. break.

-going away on soccer trips and bringing back

presents (Mike).

-down by the river and behind the gym
(Halloween dance).

-skipping economics class and running into the

gorgeous one right after.

-Graph paper, Leena?

-the famous S.R. where the roof leaks, and the

B.R.’s make great b-day presents.

-getting my pencil from Bobbi.

-Aurelio and I fixing the ‘poteurs’ after Julien

died \

Kathleen McDaniel
1984-1985
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Activities: X-country skiing, vege, choir, theatre

arts, softball.

Nickname: Bubble (compliments of Chichi).

Kate you wake me much too early! Bonjour,

Philippe, ttion nom est ... Casino with L. and B.

Mrs. Walker, I do too have a muscle. Lissa-black

weddings(!) and long talks. Long, long diets.

Something happened. I will never ski again.

* Closets . Noah. If you had listened, you would

have Ward what I had to say- nothing. Skipper

and Gilligan (Grrr). Lisanne. I do not travel in

space. Thank-you, Ziggy, for everything. Steve,

you saved my sanity. I can’twait to go home. 1

don’t know where I’m going but I’m on my way.

Nickname: Apple Pie Face!

!

Activities: football, hockey, drama, softball, all

campus captain.

Ambition: owning my own lodge on a lake.

Probable destiny: janitor at a lodge on a lake.

Favorite expressions: “eh” “cool”.

Claim to fame: breakdancing with JP in public.

Weakness: Ann Wadleigh.

C. : v; : ' ' v/ 'v ••
- .

• * V
'

REMEMBER:
-Lisanne Roberson
-Diana Lafreniere V /;

-Lisline
'

v '

.

-Lissa, worms are stronger than tigers.

-finding out Mr. Sutherland was a nice guy after

ai*. c v : \

-Steve’s gone : v, •. «*> f;

-TX- our mountain streams and shady glens! .
'/*-•

!\CVV, ;
:

- ^

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-when MH and I went frozen bananas.

-when MK saved the bra.

-going home for week-ends.

-watch out bushes, here I come!

!

-looking for the showers at New Hampshire
lege -

-Capt, Howard’s class.

-when 1 said I was pregnant (AW). V ,;>V

7

-I’ll always remember MK, MH, AW, 11,

EF, AAUG, KL, JB. %$&&&

Caroline McRae
1983-1985

.061 -

KM,

Colin Mickle

1983-1985

Nickname: Potato Head and Newf.

Activities: soccer, swimming, tennis, Tae Kwon
Do, downhill skiing, basketball, prefect.

Ambition: to be powerful and rich.

Probable destiny: powerful and rich.

Favorite expressions: You know what? Bon

alors!

Actually it’s irrelevant! Yes my dear,

BLAH! Believe me, I know, I can feel it! It’s all

muscle! At least I’m not a wimp! I know ‘HE’

just doesn’t like me, Anne, why do I like him?

Weakness: Sanka, food, real men i.e. Calvin

Klein models,

Naomi Kathleen Moores
1982-1985

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS: 3

-pumpkin head. v V • C * •• •* V/V C *
< ;

-Dick’s: Do you Nomi?
-cabbage rolls

-Whuut?

v fstagf.slibWs:.''.
**

• t:

-Tiger Balm night

-vitamin C
_

. •; ; v Y. C‘ Ty 7 «

'

i
•;* •;> y: •; i • ! < :.*Y> :*>V

-carbohydrate buildup all day long.

-AMK’s beloved closet.

-that night with Kristin constantly critical.
*'*

-beating PK in Trivial Pursuit.

-COOKIES!! unlikeable and aspirins, right

Isabel?

-before 16, right, Isabelle.

-love, hah, that’s a joke.

Nickname: Morris the cat!

Activities: track and field, among others.

Ambition: to be a space interceptor.

Probable destiny: pet keeper.

Favorite expressions: Hero dynamic; On marche;

come on Burgis; you lose Burgis; interceptor 17.

Claim to fame: running after SF; being weak.

Weakness: thinking that people care.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-rooming with Marc.

-always losing.

-combing my hair.

-the troubles of Junior House.

-stupid arguments with PK.
-Longing to be with SF, then, click, forever.

Peter Morris

1980-1985
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Nickname: Kermit, Jal.
(

;V :

Activities: hockey, horse riding, rifle range, X-

*"f}
:ca&try running, X-country skiing, sqftbMi,;

,
;vv \} yf-V. :

: *’V;
*

'/ VAVjV- tV-iV

;

% '-y:Ambition: medical doctoruj: /; f • ?**/&(
Probable destiny: veterinarian in Stanstead.

i; >• favorite expressi6ks*V;Why? *
*

,

‘ 4

1 don ’t agree !

’ ’

Claim to fame: the guy who had a typewriter, an

encyclopedia set and a computer in his room.

Vi,'Weakness: fear of getting beaten.

. vv -f C- '.
:C -

V-’
•-

Nickname: Sharkey, Chunky, Rifford (AU).

Acttvitifek:: football, rifle range, softbalf hofejd^y.

manager, Davis House Committee, alpine skiing,

#

*
;.

:
c.h pir^;-* *\

•

: y y:G

:

• y .-

y

YyY *\ *a;
’.V*

AmbitibpMo visit Caroline in Spacer*.
. : y’-Zy

Probable destiny: bouncer in a night club /Hell!!

Y. /DJeticianf; 2*^ .vy *Y-'; i y Yv&}.* CV'

r']V expressions : calling mikey-Ijowte?

PacoY ; V .

Weakness: going on a diet and staying on it/

keeping quiet in class / staying in my room during

•/VVtudy/ beating on Boulos/ Howie’s English
v

.
V'blkss.r;

/;

v
\* •

’

•; r
4

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-dodging aerosol flames and cigarette smoke in

-

^ closets (Thanks Tony X!)

-hiding RR’s crutches.

-staying up to 2 am doing homework.
-seeing Jackie S playing softball.

-watching Matthew H playing ‘Ninja’ :}<{fit:

Zubin Jal Panthaki
iCf 1983-1985., -

‘vi

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-LCC Tournament;.£>; . . % V; : -

fv.'Vget'ting intpitk^C-ffOOTBALL PANTS”. ‘yF*.

Y* : rgetting thrown out of English the first day.

yv-All right Perlman, geFdpt X;VbuJ safe :‘jv! hobiitSv

... OUT!!! Caracas, the beadhlfand all those

•; V y Ay- r

f -y ”
;

-Oh, no, windsprints!

> *-teni^bCT: AU, MK, CM, EF, LF, KM, EW,
GR, SM, IT, JP and all the rest.

-the bat, Torn and Sid. y.

Clifford Perlman
1982-1985

Nickname: Chichi

Activities: veg, soccer manager, X-country

skiing, softball, choir, rec. swimming, prefect,

rifle range, variety show, horseback riding,

house committee.

Ambition: to be a successful business woman.
Probable destiny: Jupiter or Neptune (the closest

one).

Favorite expression: So what? Do you have a

quarter? Give me a cigarette. I did not smoke in

my room last night, 1 did the night before!

CALM-TOl! Have you seen Martin?
Weakness: pizza, swimming, horseback riding.

Laura Peynado ;
’

- y •;

*

•y- 1982- 1985
• *• r . x-1

-

.
.• :

- X • r.» V

f ’ > r\* •• 4 * I ^ f
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: v n -John Pidoux
1982-1985

Activities: football, hockey, rifle range, drama,

y -subduing wrongdoers andYrhakiiig it safe for

ffvjonest citizens. :’?v'

' Ambition: pro-football, business.

Probable destiny: living in an alley with Glenn

expression^ “And remember, never

wrong-do!” “Stop gripping. Jocko!” “Would
we get a big one or a small one? *

’

Claim to Fame: being a super hero.

Weakness: popsicles, cold showers, compulsary

study, confinement. .\Y.V

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-X-country skiing to the house and back to the

gym.
;

ycyyy'/ >uy;'sy

-hiding under the bed when skipping supper.

-down hill skiing backwards.

-Martin, me, and Nicky at the !

-Colby House Hymn.
-picnics at 3:00 am *.« y • \ Yv;

-Spanish Masquerades at 2:00 am
-indoor junior smoker (mv closet).

-LC, LP, &$P,PK, CP, NH, etc. at 1202.
-

v
-Mrs; Laura Khalil.

-ME has a first name
-breaking my pinky when I was breakdaneing.

-LP MG

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-watching TV with Steve Mcllroy.

-Fenster beats in Grade 9 with Nick,

-throwing fire-crackers at Mr. Ch'eAv •

-the Russian Front.

-John Emms’ party.

-major inspection with Glenn.

-disciplining Eric Dixon during football.

-Fred professional monster,

-l’hommecraigne.

-Caroline McRae trying to fly;.,
. I

-the Richilieu Towers froth games.

-having an attitude problem.

-last night of school 1984.

-subduing wrong-doers with Popsicle Man.
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Nickname: Hacker UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
Activities: swimming, softball, Tae-Kwon-Do, -hopping around the cafeteria with a broken

infirmary help, computer help. ankle. .

1

1

•. 0/— \ ^
‘

Ambition: to become a rich and powerful -ZP’s first remarks in his journal,

business man. -being the very unforgettable Hacker!

Probable destiny: computer repairman in Beebe. -Mr. Sutherland’s “It must have been a 10th

Claim to fame: never on time to class. grader.”

Weakness: being banned from the computer -apologizing to Mr. Chen’s grandmother.

room, Zambuk J;

Richard Radnay
1983-1985

-being taped to bed and bucketed 4 times a week,

-being part 2 during intermission in Kangarc^: *.

Court.

-being forced to room with CP.
-I’m going to be richer than you (MH).
-We had more than a few fights but you were still

a good friend (ZP) even if I was smarter than you

'v‘ V' :
’0 / V-: -’A V'-'J* V-v.CZ >v

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS
f'-

Nickname: Troum-Troum, Moo-Moo, Lor, Bill

Activities: soccer, basketball, swimming, soft- -the visitors after gym class

ball, track and field, lifeguard, all-campus
'** —1 ^XXT

Athletic Committee.
Ambition; surgeon, or nurse (in a big city-brrr).

Probable destiny: Stanstead College nurse.

Favorite expressions: Taht’s pretty cool.

Wicked. Dad/Mom, do you have any money?

Miss C and EW with the broomstick in our

room.
-the hockey games.

-hee, hee, swish, swish.

-going down the hallways after dark,

cabbage roll.

piss off! Claim to fame: being Kevin’s sister -Ruby, Connie, Ramona.
-sneaking downtown during study.(hie), my bandanas, so called cute face (AS, EF)

eyes!

Weakness: Frenchmen (AS)* food, leaving at

9:15 and going to the tuck shop.

-Fant, theNewf, the Carrot,

-boxing (LD, LF).

-No. 22 and No. 17(LD,PM).
-Peggy

Lori Reynolds
1980-1985

* C-v'

. 4
' *

Nickname: Wif
Activities: X-country running and skiing, rifle

club, animation committee, Davis barber “Salon
Glenn”.
Ambition: bass player for Sods.

Probable destiny: sleeping in an alley with John
and Steve.

Favorite expressions: Take it easy. We should

have kept Our cap Steve. Guys, a big or a little?

Best batch we ever had.

Weakness: “Duke”

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-the Thursday with S.M. J - N *

j?I’tifce Wednesdays* V- v A ;

• > :*ys 'C

§

-KLM with M.H.
-C.M. having a chat with my shoulder.

-Steve’s gone.

-the ’84 Duke Boys and Girl (G.R., S.M., J.P.,

C.M.)
-bombing Mr. Chen.

-K.B., C.M., S.M., J.P., C.P., J.B., L.D.,

N.C., MoGR!
-granny stealing flowers (S.M.) ;[

.*•'

Glenn Robinson
1982-1985

K‘ : '. •V v ivy

»

Nickname: Bat

Ambition: read

Favorite expression: “Michael’

Weakness: cleanliness.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS;
-flipped room

; «
: y f .; j

:

/; * , i’;-. '.v'- V /
• V «,« T

;
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Michael Rott ball

1984-1985
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Nickname: Marcus
Activities: basketball, soccer, X-country skiing,

track and field, Junior committee member,
compulsory study, and laughing at Boe.

Ambition: business man, making lots of money.
Probable destiny: working at Stanstead with

Ernie.

Favorite expressions /Claim to fame: My jokes,

Alio! God are you stupid, mange d’la ma
Weaknesses: not laughing with JD in English

class, reading magazines during French class.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-getting caught drinking and being put on work
duty.

-French class

-JD the human discotheque.

-smoking when l didn’t have my privs.

-when Boulos lived next door to Peter and me.
-Troum’s burps and farts.

-v.
‘ -Marc TisseurV-i\Vv* V*-*

Uu - 1 980'
1 985

l

Nickname: Baleine V .
?$f!

Activities: basketball, veg, guys.

Ambition: being able to lose 10 pounds.

Probable destiny: leader of the weight watchers.

Favorite expressions: Can you get me another

dessert? Do you want to order a pizza? OH God,
I’m so fat! Are you gonna eat tonight? What
^ftbliidlwear?

Weaknesses: desserts, pizza, ehocolate, all kinds

of FOOD.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-when “we were too different’’.

-Mister Daly, I’m hungry. *.

-the three pigs. -V; :

'v >*:;U

•
' ‘

fs v \ t *. ; v , -
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Nicknames: Chico (J. Brault), Paco (Cliff),

Puerto Rican (Cliff and Elie), Spic (the whole
school) Gigolo (girls), Oreo (Elie’s mom), Julio

(O.N.).

Activities: soccer, basketball, softball, sex-ed,

Pig Patrol.

Ambitions: “Too many to name’’, play bingo
with Leena (Florida).

Probable Destiny: CEGEP, university and
whatever the future holds for me.
Favorite Expressions: cono, odio esa nariz, no
possible way, I WISH! Don’t rock my roll!

Weakness: my girlfriend (84-85).

Aurelio Useche
1 983-1 98&

Isabelle Tremblay : -.V

1984-1985

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS
-China trip (Leena, me, the whole group),

-sleeping in Colby with Elie.

-getting confined for missing supper.

-remember: Isabelle, Leena (the best girlfriend I

will ever have).

-Clifford’s boils

-Pig Patrol with Elie.

-Clifford and Elie ruining my sex life.

-the Broom and Bruja.

-the Spanish Connection.

-Leena, Elie, Mike, and Kathleen.

-Elie’s bad sense of humor.
Elie and Cliff in Venezuela.

-the breakdancer.

-Zubin the Stud.

Nickname: Dom, Dodo, Tiny.

Activities: soccer, basketball, trac)oiahii\.f^I^,‘:

scuba. House committee, horse riding A-H Club,

Ambition: NBA Women’s basketball team.

Probable destiny: filing behavior reports in Mr.

Favorite expressions: Shasty! Oh, no, it’s

Monday again! Who stole my lighter?. V; C/; -V

Claim to fame: counting the hours until next

CV*’ ;

Weakness: emotionally surviving the 5 year war,

showing up^PE class.
; iyU:*y ’T v

/’

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-skinny dipping in 56 degree water.

-standing on top of the pool roof looking

archery arrows.

-taking cookies and BR’s out of the SR

.

-Mr. D getting tired after 5 minutes of 1 on
basketball although I

-going to gym class 4 times a year.

-fitting 1 1 people in a Mazda RX 7.

-Friday Night Videos.

-parties in Chichi’s room.
-Guido’s party in Montreal.

-special thanks to Mr. Dens

Dominic Valois

1979-1985
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Nickname: la grosse, Emer.
Activities: soccer, swimming, track and field,

lifeguard, theatre arts.

Ambition: physiotherapist.

Probable destiny: take over my father’s business

(the geog, dept.).

Favorite expressions: crust! for crying out loud!

Lucs!
!

; •*/.
- / 'V > &

Claim to fame: a red face, brute, being wrong.

Weakness: eating, staying calm, apologizing.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS:
-Punkin Head and Google Brain.

-skiing with a rip (KL & AK!). TV- •*. v

-Cabbage Roll and Derby Line.

-the bottle, Super Foot, finished?

-Rosanna, Lisa, and Tracy and the fight.

-pizza in the closet (don’t slip! mmm).
-Mrs. Grivell and AK in hiding- the Blast.

-My great, great aunt with 7 arms who ... hee,

hee, swish, swishl ’•

.
• V M -/y V*

?’•

-Ruby, Connie and Ramona.
-Gloria and “for the last time "J.vv.

:;^C§"42I cl&ss/ \ >*• • *• /;•’

-here comes Wrangler.

-drop jaw j /. ' /: r

-What’s in the spot light?' T JJ*;

-boxing- Fant the Pimp. . o
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In Mcmorium

WILLIAM (BILLY) HUCKINS

The Stanstead Family was saddened by the loss of one of our truly fine young members when Bill

Huckins lost his brave fight with cancer and passed away on May 7, 1985.

Bill came to Stanstead College in the fall of 1974 and graduated in the spring of 1979, and,

throughout his formative years at the school will always be remembered for his hard work, dedication

and good cheer. He will also be fondly remembered for his excellent contribution to athletics at the

school. Billy’s enthusiasm, desire, tenacity and ability enabled him to earn his Major “S” in varsity

hockey in his senior year. However, football was Bill’s best sport and he was awarded his Major “S”

in varsity football each of his last two years.

In his senior year, Bill’s career at the school was topped off when he was appointed a School

Prefect.

Billy Huckins was a solid member of our community and a strong supporter of the school. Above

all, he was a gentleman. We will miss him.

Brian Denney
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Investment Club

Standing: Mr. Daly, J. Pidoux, D. Wu, G. Bruce, R. Radnay, M. Sander, M. Singerman, R. Salem, F. Harvey, C. Blois,

N. Dickins, L. Becker, M. Gisser, E. Fantaye, A. Berlie, M.A. Desjardins, R. Hirsh, D. Fung, L. Lakdawala, P. Chan,

Mr. Elliot.

Kneeling: R. Griffith, M. Cheetham, S. Morrisson, P. Ene, A. Battah, B. Kasowski.

This year was our first year of existence as a club and without Mr. Elliot this could not have been

possible. As the club’s secretary, 1 found the year to be a successful one. We started off a little late in

the year but even though time was short it didn’t take long to elect a president - Riad Salem, and a

treasurer - Zubin Panthaki.

The chief purpose of the club was to give the members a better understanding of the way the stock

market operates. Profit was not the chief goal of the club. Thus, we took risks with different stocks

to see the fluctuations in their values, whether it was a positive gain or a negative loss.

Club shares cost $50.00 to purchase at the beginning and we sold them for $54.04 each at the end.

I would like to thank Mr. Morrisson and F.H. Deacon Hodgson for their assistance and support. I

would like to thank Mr. Elliot for without him we would not have been able to have such a rewar-

ding experience. 1 hope to see the club continue next year and be equally as successful.

Carroll Blois
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Fall Parents’ Day
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Are Teachers Human ??







“Sunday Costs Five Pesos”
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“Black Coffee”
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Baccalaureate and Prize-Giving June 1985

ACADEMIC AWARDS

JUNIOR SCHOOL

#
Grade 7 Isabelle Paradis

Grade 8 . . Stefanie Chiu, Wai Chu
Grade 9 David Wu, Chian Chery

Grade 7 Amanda Chiu, Wai Wan
Grade 8 . . . ..... . . .... . . ..... Bartholomew Kasowski

Grade 9 Veronica Chiu, Wai Kwan
Grade 7 . . .

Mary-Ann Brus

Grade 8 .
Karina Cloutier

Grade 9 Antigone Andersen

Grade 7 Scott Mackintosh

Grade 8 Bartholomew Kasowski

Grade 9 Jean-Francois Prieur

Grade 8 Bartholomew Kasowski

Grade 9 Antigone Andersen

Grade 7 .... Scott Mackintosh

Grade 9 Jean-Francois Prieur

Music Prize for Guitar $ean ^ art

Music Prize for Piano . . v . Antigone Andersen

Most Improved in French Prize (Second Language) Stefanie Chiu, Wai Chu

Art Prizes

Mathematics Prizes.

Science Prizes

English Prizes .

History Prizes . . .

Geography Prizes

Prizes in Spanish ,

Prizes for General Proficiency

.

Beginners Bartholomew Kasowski

Intermediate Antigone Andersen

Grade 7 Scott Mackintosh

Grade 8 Bartholomew Kasowski

Grade 9 Antigone Andersen

JUNIOR SCHOOL CERTIFICATES OF ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

SENIOR SCHOOL

Art Prizes Pamela Chiu, Wai Man / Caroline McRae

English Prize . . . Grade 10 . . . Neil Dickins

Geography Prize Michael Rottboll

Chemistry Prizes . . . . Pamela Chiu, Wai Man /Matthew Harding

Biology Prize -
Caroline McRae

Mathematics Prizes Pamela Chiu, Wai Man/ Matthew Harding

Physics Prizes . . Neil Dickins/ Zubin Panthaki

Economics Prize Grade 11 Zubin Panthaki

Prize for Most Improvement in English (Second Language) Mari-Pily Hernandez

The George Whitfield Prize for the Most Original Work in English Composition in Senior School Naomi Moores

The A.P. Gordon Prize for Science . ... • • Neil Dickins

The John Wells Prize for Improvement in French (Second Language) Matthew Harding

The Anne Mackenzie Prize for English Literat ure in Senior School Katryn Mackintosh

The J.D. Fergusion Prize for History * Ana Maria Kelly

The Stanstead Historical Society Prize for History .......... Gary Bruce

SENIOR SCHOOL CERTIFICATES OF ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

GRADE 12

English Prize * Elizabeth Pickles

Economics Prize Paul Bachand

Psychology Prize Michiko Nohara

History Prize Ann Wadleigh

Geography Prize Michiko Nohara

Sociology Prize - Michiko Nohara

Chemistry Prize Terrence Burgis

Physics Prize .
• Ria<J Salem

Biology Prize Michiko Nohara

Mathematics Prize Terrence Burgis
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GRADE 12 CERTIFICATES

Amaron Prize for French ,

The Sybil Galambos Prize for Frangais

Prix Speciaux Offerts par le Pensionnat des Ursulines.

Grade 7 ....

.

Keri Reynolds
Grade 8 ......... . .... . ... . . . . . Joseph Harding
Grade 9 Jaime Jimenez
Grade 10 Mari-Pily Hernandez
Grade 11... . Lori Reynolds
Grade 12 . Elizabeth Pickles

Grade 7 . Isabelle Paradis

Grade 8 Karina Cloutier

Grade 9 . Jean-Francois Prieur

Grade 30 Neil Dickins

Grade 11 Isabelle Tremblay
Progres Zubin Panthaki
Distinction Ana Berlie

SPECIAL ATHLETIC AWARDS
(SEE BACK PAGE)
SPECIAL PRIZES

The Donald McG. Hackett Prize of Creativity . Kimberley Battah
The Thespian Shield for Acting

. Kimberley Battah
The Lee Audet Trophy for Public Speaking . . Neil Dickins
Junior Public Speaking Award Jean-Frangois Prieur
The Rotary Club Service Award

. . Michael Gisser
The Year Book Award . . . . . Andrea Mickie
Junior School Science Fair Award Nicholas Saparoff
Senior School Science Fair Award John Blois/ Matthew Harding
The Melville Campbell Kearns Memorial Scholarship Award . . . Gary Bruce
Alumni Bursary Award . . Matthew Harding
The Canadian Tire Corporation Scholarship Zubin Panthaki
The Raymond Lester Memorial Award Jean -David Begin
The Banting Bursary Award Bartholomew Kasowski
The Kenneth Reed Memorial Award Lori Reynolds
The Leonard McGilton Memorial Award

. Mary-Ann Brus
The Trustees Scholarship Matthew Harding
The S.F. Abbott Shield, Best all-round Athlete in Junior School . . Jason St-Amour
The Thomas Johnson Memorial Trophy for best all-round Boy Athlete in the School Timothy Eryou
The Shirley Wolter Trophy for best all-round Girl Athlete in the School Emma Walker
The Spofforth Trophy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics Matthew Harding
House Director’s Award Bugbee House John Blois

House Director’s Award Colby House Nicole Hess
House Director’s Award Davis House Michael Sander
Headmaster’s Award (Junior Student) . Andrew Schell

Headmaster’s Award (Senior Student) Jean-Fr6deric Juster
The Wilder Shield (for a Junior Student) William Blois
The Bowman-Hall Award ..... . . . , . .......... . . Patrick Kelly
Trueman-McFadyen Award . Elizabeth Pickles
The Birks’ Bronze Medal for the best Student in Grade 10 Neil Dickins
The Governor General’s Medal for the best Student in Grade 11 Matthew Harding
The Birks’ Silver Medal for the be.st Student in Grade 12 , Terrence Burgis
The Pitcher Memorial Prize - The School’s Highest Award . / ... Patrick Kelly
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Area*, from 4jm io ujm mM,
l tdraf ofleg, showroom, mammae-
i
during for tosWon Industry Good

Jshfppiog* spflftkltrtd, eteveior.
1 Apply m-m% 849-4111

1,8OO4#l0Sq.Ft

WfeLaSiiIf®

NtewwMtt Blfds
*^ QCCtl»#OC¥
* Soft tonfaifted unit*
* Truck mm m&im
* Ground floor

* Excofleoi parkins
Fidelity lot "I Realty - Srefci

71S4&GI, Eva, 4S3 221

1

Pan
offic

Adjc
area
3. F
con

From 1,500 to 125,000 $q. ft.

St. Laurent, Trans Canada. Thiemens
St. Leonard, Metropolitan Blvd,

Call L. Egresi •

M. Cukier
325-6000 '

Brokers protected

Wayne Heuff

ST LAURENT, Oesteuriers St.,

12J»0 sq !t tor rent, includes im
m ft of offices .and showroom,
ample parking. Truck level load-
tng, 334-0521, eves 744-272?

CANDERELST. LAURENT indusiTiai l

storay bids, sale/ rent, |$2.50sq,ft)

17,000 sq.ft f/i 737 3533

T.M.R, 8S31 DELMEADE

CUSTO

Advertising WES
Prasfig-

• May t>

• Tumkt
• Indoor
• Oaily c

f VERDUN. Church. Warehouse
2S.400 sq ft. with offices. AsseHn,

20 month Sublet or;

Spar Lease .

4w0 wg* ft* computer rmm
Available September 1 t 1985

[
tmm. Oaremow* 171-0351

J

VILLE D’ANJOU
FOR SALE

18A06 sq. ft. industrial building on
SOW s«t ft, of land, tm n. ft
office space, tfr$ clear ceilingmm T/t St G/l snipping, 600
amps 600 volts. Exclusive. Marcel

Marten 842-5011
toyal Lepage ftrefcer

VILLE O'ANJOU
3fMP8 so. ft. new indystrtoi build-
teg for safe or mt and 56400 sq
ft. of iamj for sale, immotec Rea *

W«/ 326-9900; F. F rencescufti,
m-mz m l

’

• Centra
• Minute
immedia
ways.52S0 DECARIE

60,000 - 95,000 sq. ft.

1 year Sublet or;

6, 16 or 26 year tease
Available July 1. 1985

From 1500-60,000 *q.ft.

Truck level shipping
18 toot clearance
Offte#» to iiift

Public tmmpomti&fi evenings.

VILLE LASALLE, 7074'n«w-'
man fHvd, near Allard, Ground
level, 10,900 to 200,000 m ft.

Sprinkled, mhmim-. Ample
muck $mm and drtvB-te. Short &
long leases available, P. Loranger

WEST ISLAND, Industrial or
warehousing, eprinfclered. imme-
diate occupancy. 739-4711.

Le “1000” St. Antoine
(Former Gazette Building)

Now More Than 60% Leased

Commercial
industrial Property
Wanted 311
WANTED: fo rent or purchase,
sna# tmmm* WMmjm so. fL
1 or 2 floors, vtcmify gkers L m
Vimy. Principals only, 738 719?

Up tO 4OS0

•SuWwidee

requires?
COTE de Uesse, Defmeade, 1300
sq.ft, storage, space, Sprtnkiered,
healed, alarm with T/L 738-3170St. Laurent

• Kirkland * Dorval
Truck level loading

O. 1 8 ft, clearance
Public transportation

Broker# protected
Phone Mr. Joseph 684-5520

Storage
ft SELF-STORAGE CENTER
Secure, private rooms., 60 sq.ft.

and up. Miftf-Oepp! 381-4256

AVAILABLE storage space for
furniture, cars, from $30 a month.
w-nnum,
DRY goods, storage 6x5x8,
shelves, N.D-G. area. Clean, pri-
vate. $35.. mi-mi. Professional office Space

Because we are still the best address. 1000
St. Antoine St W. facing Place Bonaventure
and Place du Canada.

Because we are just minutes by walking from
fine restaurants and shopping, the Metro and
commuter trains.

LARGE storage, Emerald 5615,
C.5.L. 733-5578, 487-5208

M»M STORAGE
Smtmm slie units from 12 so. ft.

to *00 $$. ft., safe, secured*
Mated, ipr&fciered. Monthly- or
yearSv. Rates starting at Sit
monthly For more information
pmm cM:

OFF
4,000 — 100,000 sq. It.

iittllPS Short or Long Term ifili
H|a| For detail* , Please Cal! i:;#!:

B REALESTATE SHOPPING a
INpUSTR^L’COMWEftClAUOFFICE

St. Laurent: Si Leonard VD.O.O,
”

Our Competitive Edge is

SiiilTiie Best Deal Downtown



Les Transports Emslie Ltee

Emslie

,

Transport Ltd.

DAVID EMSLIE

CP/BOX 330
'

BEEBE, OUE.
JOB 1 EO

819-876-5148

2186 SOUL. HYMUS BLV0
OORVAL. DUE

H9P 1J7

514-684-1518

tS CLAUDE BELIVEAU

BELIVEAU & COMEAU AUIOMOBUES INC-
203 RUE RAILROAD BUS. PHONE 876*5121
ROCK ISLAND, QUEBEC JOB 2K0 RES. PHONE 876-5623

CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH CAMIONS DODCE TRUCKS

With our compliments

Avec nos hommages

TORRINGTON
Div. Ingersoll-Rand Canada Inc. Torrington Inc.

4 rue Victoria St.

Bedford. P.Q. JOJ 1A0

(514) 248-3316

COMPLIMENTS OF

FOURNIER CLEANERS

Stanstead, Quebec 876-5446

Andre Saey-owner

COMPLIMENTS OF

DUBE STORE

GROCERY BEER

Stanstead, Quebec.

WINE

COMPLIMENTS OF

JOMAC CANADA INC.

MANUFACTURER OF
COTTON, LEATHER, TERRY, and P.V.C.

WORK GLOVES

Beebee, Quebec. 819-876-5140

BBQ CHICKEN TAKE-OUTS BANQUETS

cf^zziauxant ctfic/iaxd

48 MAIN ST., ROCK ISLAND. QUE. JOB 2 KO

RICHARD ERYOU. prop. Tel: 819-876-2240

Good Luck to Graduates

P&M RESTAURANT

B-B-Q Chicken
Home cooked Foods

Fish & Chips
Orders to take out

Prop. PAUL CHAMBERLAIN
TEL. 876-2183 ROCK ISLAND
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HOWARTH INC.

SPECIALIZING IN SCHOOL OUTFITS
FOR PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Howarth Inc. is a
Montreal tradition.

They have dressed
generations of

families beginning
with school
uniforms for

private and public

schools, both

English and
French, through
to custom made
suits and shirts.

The sort of outfit

that always looks
right. Under one

roof you can
outfit the whole

family.

HOWARTH INC.
1444 St. Catherine St. W.

Montreal, Quebec
Tel: 861-9243

MOST MAJOR CREDIT CARDS HONORED
COMPLIMENTARY INDOOR PARKING ENTRANCE 1255 MacKAY
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COMPLIMENTS OF

BOLTON TREMBLAY INC.

INVESTMENT CONSULTANTS
AND MANAGERS

SERVING INSTITUTIONAL AND
PRIVATE INVESTORS ACROSS CANADA

CONGRATULATIONS AND
BEST WISHES

TO THE GRADUATES

MRS. D. INNUS
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2850 Delorme
SHERBROOKE, QUE.

The only English daily

in the Eastern Townships

Newspaper & Circular Printers

TEL: 569-9525

Jean Francois Giroux
BARRISTER AND SOLICITOR

PLACE VILLE MARIE
SUITE 3725

MONTREAL H3B 3P4
TELEPHONE (514) 878-9641

TELEX 05-25610
TELECOPIER (514) 878-1450

COLBY, RIOUX & DEMERS
BARRISTERS 5, SOLICITORS

JOHN H. E. COLBY, Q. C.

MICHEL E. RIOUX, Q. C.

PAUL M. DEMERS
W. G. WHITTAKER
MONIQUE DIONNE
ROBERT E. CHARBONNEAU
DAVID P. CREVIER
FRANpOIS-J. PEPIN
MICHAEL C. MARTIN
PHILIPPE LABELLE
VERA ME3ENZEW

CANADIAN IMPERIAL BANK OF COMMERCE BUILDING
SUITE 3301-1155 DORCHESTER BOULEVARD WEST

MONTREAL H 3 B 3TI, CANADA

TELEPHONE 866-4301

AREA CODE 514

CABLE AODRESS "TERFOS"

TELEX 05-24211

Sp6cialiste pour tout genre de voyages avec
v^hicules scolaires et vehicules adaptes.

Pour reservation composez: 838-5086 ou
838-4248
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Refrigeration

Ciimatisation

8171 ,
boul. Bourque

Rock Forest, Quebec
JOB 2J0

(819) 864-4255

722, rue Principal©

Granby. Quebec
J2G 2Y4
(514) 378-1500

228, RUE MAIN EST
COATICOOK, QUE.

J1 A 1N2
,c

CASE POSTALE 120

J1 A 2S9

Sp£cialit6s:

Terrassement, Routes, Egouts, Aqueduc, Asphalte,

Construction en b£ton, Lignes t£l£phoniques, CSbles et

conduits sous- terrains - Estim6s sur demande

Emile R. Provencher i.c.i.a.

PRESIDENT
DIRECTEUR GENERAL

BUREAU 849-2774

RESIDENCE 849-3222

T©l©phone

Bur. 563-3141

461-0444

RICHARD LAVIGNE
Directeur g©n©ral

EMBOUTEILLEUR AUTORISF DE PEPSI COLA. NESBITT'S. BULL’S HEAD

DISTRIBUTEUR DE CANADA DRY

La Boite a Musique

DISQUES—CASSETTES
aiguilles— affiches

E. Bernabei, prop.

1352 Roberval, St-Bruno, Que.

Martin Kojoian Jr. 1
376 WOODLEA

TOWN OF MT-ROYAL
H3P 1 R 5

Richardson Greenshields of Canada Limited
4 Place Ville Marie
Montreal, Quebec H3B 2E8
(514) 397-2044

COMPLIMENTS OF
BORDER PETROLEUM

DIV. Of ULTRAMAR CANADA INC.

FUELOIL SALES AND SERVICE

1 PIERCE AVE., STANSTEAD, QUE.

COMPLIMENTS OF

DR. PAUL LANDRY

DENTAL SURGEON
CHIRURGIEN DENTISTE

34 DUFFERIN, STANSTEAD, QUE.
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MISS BROWN’S UNIFORM RENTAL

A UNIQUE UNIFORM AND CAREER
APPAREL RENTAL SYSTEM

TAILOR MADE FOR YOUR COMPANY

IMPROVES YOUR PROFESSIONAL IMAGE
NO INVESTMENT

DEPENDABLE REPAIRS
EMBLEMS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES
ON-TIME DELIVERY - NO SHORTAGES

CONCISE INVOICING

WE SUPPLY
SHIRTS PANTS COVERALLS SHOP COATS

WIPER ROLL TOWELS MATS

IN MONTREAL PHONE 634-9196
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COMPLIMENTS OF

G.R. BOUCHARD, M.D.

ROCK ISLAND, QUEBEC COMPLIMENTS OF

COMPLIMENTS OF

MARCHE BOUCHARD INC.

16 MAIN STREET ROCK ISLAND

YOUR LOCAL IGA STORE

RENOVATION
M. TREMBLAY INC.

BEST WISHES TO THE

GRADUATES

ral

m

COMPLIMENTS OF

ETIENNE FOURNIER
PHARMACIEN - PHARMACIST
2 1 BOUL. NOTRE DAME qtc. CQ-|
ROCK ISLAND. QuE. 0/0 O O I I

Salon Tiene

Sp£cialit£s: Coupes et Permanentes

Cuts and Permanents

Rent Lussier, Prop .

APPOINTMENTS 87 6-23 63
22 CHURCH STREET
ROCK ISLAND. QUfi.

WILLIAM STEWART

COMPLIMENTS OF

MRS. A. THOMSON-STONE

F.R.A.I.C. O.A.Q.

ARCHITECT

P.O. BOX 95
STANSTEAD, QUEBEC, JOB 3E0
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CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES TO THE GRADUATES

FROM

ADMINISTRATION

SAGA LIMITEE

Saga provides food catering services to educational

institutions and hospitals, as well as to wedding

receptions, family reunions, business seminars,

service clubs or other group meetings of any size.



Serving Canadian businesses throughout
Quebec, Ontario and the Maritime
provinces for over 25 years.

Office Supplies

Sherbrooke information processing supplies

268 King Ouest

Sherbrooke, Quebec business furniture

J1H 1R1 (819) 565-9944

Toll free: 1-800-567-6935

Montreal Toronto London Hamilton Waterloo Kingston

WITH OUR COMPLIMENTS

TRANSPORT ARLIE C. FEARON

400 QUEEN - LENNOXVILLE, QUEBEC.

JIM 1K9

562-3473

YOUR GARBAGE WE’LL HAUL
SO GIVE US A CALL
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For the finest in photography

SMITH PHOTO
STUDIO REG’D

Rock-Island, P.Q.

Tel.: 819-876-2495

1084 ouest, rue Ki

Sherbrooke, Que
Michel Labbe, gerant

Francine Dupont

Commercial, Wedding, Aerial,

Portrait, Advertising

BffiR
centre ae R6 M MARTIN INC.

RENOVATION
f*4? 7 rue Centre
Li Scanstead. Que. JOB 3EQ

Tel (8191876-9751
(819)838-4758

center 44 rue St- Pierre

Michel Martin

Magog, Qua J1 X 34?
Tel [819] 843-479?

BEST REGARDS TO
THE STANSTEAD STUDENTS

FROM A FRIEND

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE GRADUATES

Bur.: (819) 274-203
274-2435 pppHtlfTs

LA MINERVE CO LABELLE
JOT 1 SO

R9s.: (819) 274-2500

BOIS FRANC • BOIS MOU

Louis-Georges Belanger, president

COMPLIMENTS OF

MARCHE GAULIN
THE NEWS STAND

Derby Line Vermont

876-2101

Rock Island Quebec
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PATRONS
MR. AND MRS. SCOTT WAUGH
JAMES OGDEN
DON ROSS
MRS. PEGGY MONTGOMERY
M. et MME. GRENIER
SARAH A. STEVENSON
PHILIP L. WEBSTER
A FRIEND
M. et MME. R. GIROUX
BROWN’S DRUG STORE
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PETER WYNNE
GEOFF WAGNER
JOHN MACKAY
GORDON MCGILTON
PAT and BETTY DESLANDES
YVON FOURNIER LTEE
FRANCINE VALOIS
ALINE BREAULT
RAOUL GRENIER
DAVID ST. AMOUR

Inside Cover Liner by: Francine Dupont
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BEST WISHES
TO THE

CLASS OF 1985

from the border doctor
serving

Americans and Canadians

DENISE A NIEMIRA MD

32 MAIN STREET
DERBY LINE, VERMONT.

802-873-3437

Quebec medical cards accepted

BEST WISHES TO THE GRADUATES

FROM

THE STANSTEAD COLLEGE

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
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Maro Aicaraz
Acapulco, Mexico

Derrick Fung
Kowloon, Hong Kong

Geoffrey Gallant

Stanstead, Quebec

Rachel Gallant
Stanstead, Quebec

Lysane Gauthier
Taipei, Taiwan

Martin Gauthier
Taipei, Taiwan

Frederick Genet
Westmount, Quebec

Philippe Gilbert

Montreal, Quebec

James Gilchrist

Beacons field, Quebec

Patrice Giroux
Laval Sur-le-Lac, Quebec

Michael Gisser

Montreal, Quebec

Marie-Claude Grenier,
St-Prime, Quebec

Paul Chan
Dollard-des- Ormeaux, Quebec

Alison Amaron
Dorval, Quebec

Antigone Andersonj|l1
Derby Line, Vermont

"

Paul Bachand
Oakvillk, Ontario H

Marcus Cheetham
Nassau, Bahamas

Eman Cheung
Brossard, Quebec

Amanda Chiu
Cote St. Luc, Quebec

Pamela Chiu
Cote St. Luc, Quebec

Stefanie Chiu
Core St. Luc, Quebec

Veronica Chiu
CoteSt. Luc, Quebec

Vivienne Christie

Roxboro, Quebec

Christina Barnes
Sept -l ies, Quebec

Leslie Becker
Dubai, Ul'A^HR

Jean-Qavid Begin

Trois Rivieres^ Qu^feec

hmwdin Belanger

Eva Ciampini
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Karina Cloutier

RobervaL, Quebec

Jerome Bela^er
Qiirl

—

Henri Godiri^^
Montreal, Quebec

Nancy Dewey^^W
Stanstead, Quebec

Neil Dickins

St* Bruno, Quebec

Eric Dixon
Montreal, Quebec

Matthew
tefe. Pincourt, Quebec

Sean Hart
Key Biscayne. Florida

Francis Harvey
Roberval, Quebec

Patricia Hernandez.
” ‘

Santo Domingo* Dominican Republic

Pilv Hernandez
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic

Nicole Hess
’

Longueuil, Quebec

Longueuil, Quebec

Robert Htrsh:
Montreal, Quebec

ildnalnnus
Pierrefonds, Quebec

islife? Jacobs
*

\
Kahnawake, Quebec

Carroll Blois

Jebba, Nigeria

John Blois

Jebba, Nigeria

^ -

William Blois

Jebba, Nigeria

Beauhamok, Quebec

Patrick Dube
Stanstead, Quebec

Lginef Duncan
Stanstead, QuebecMontreal

Cieran Boulos
St John’s, NFLD

Christian Duven
Dubai, l.LA,E.

Patrick Duvert
Dubai, U.A.E.

Janet Edgar
Stan stead , Quebec

Pierre Ene
Anarnbra Sjtafi Nigeria

Suzanne Bourgault
St. Lambert. Quebec

Annie Breau It

Sf-HyactnjthS Quebec

*antaye

;eria
v

Carola Bunge
Darien, Conn,

Terence Burgis

DJiahran, Saudi Arabia

Ann Marie Buyting
Fredericton, N.B.

Andrew Johnson
Lambeth, Ontarii

Ehe Fencer
MuntreaLC

Russell Johnson .

Beuconsfield, Quebe

Westmount, Quebec

Li$$a .luster

Weftnouni, Quebec

Bernard Fleur:

PatricidCaceres

Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic

I Nikolas Calyvocas
Montreal, Quebec
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Bart Kasowski
Beebe, Quebec

Naomi Moores
Toronto, Ontario

Andrew Schell

Pointe Claire, Quebec

Peter Morris
Montreal, Quebec

Steven Morrisson
Boucherville, Quebec

Michiko Nohara
Westmount, Quebec

Zubin Panthaki
Bellefeuille* Quebec

Caroline Paquette
Dammam, Saudi Arabia

Ana-Maria Kelly

Miami, Florida
Karl Schlesak
Dubai, U.A.E

Patrick Kelly

Miami, Florida

Michael Singerman
Montreal, Quebec

Jason St Amour
Pointe Claire, Quebec

Scott Stevens

Stanstead, Quebec

Dominique Tardiff

Dunham, Quebec

Andrew Tenpas
Westmount, Quebec

Michael Khalil

Montreal, Quebec

Eric Lafreniere

St. Zenon, Quebec

Leena Lakdawala
St. Lambert, Quebec

Douglas Lam
Kowloon, Hong Kong

Michellangelier
Beloei 1 JQuebec

Isabelle Paradis
Boucherville, Quebec

Clifford Perlman
p^^estmount, Quebec

Laufa Peynado
^itp Domingo, Dominican Republic^

Elizabeth Pickles

Doncaster, England

Isabelle Tisseur

Ville de Eery, Quebec

Marc Tisseur

Ville de Lery, Quebec

Isabelle Tremblay
Ville de la Baie, Quebec

S
Tremblay

,

Quebec^

Jseche
CaracasTVenezuala

Dominic ValoiC^^
Westmount! Quebec

Oleg Vydykhan
Port Carrier, Quebec

Ann Wadleigh
Beebe, Quebec

Emma Waker
Stanstead, Quebec

Philip Watson vJll
MahoneBay, N;§.

Robert Werner |
Kiiciiener, Ontario

Jean Lang*
Chambly, <

Kimberley Laperle
Pointe Claire, Quebec

John Pidoux
Dorval, Quebec

Alain Plourde

AlltWpT Quebec

Billy Lecomples
Brossard, Quebec

Jacques Lepine
Ayer’s ClijE,.Quebec

Jeremy Loome
Luanda,

ingois Prieur

.int, Quebec

jichard Prud’homme
ulrenon , Cali fornia

Vanessa Lybanon
Montreal™ uebed

Patrick Quinlan
Wesi Palm tjeach FJorida

Richard Radnay j|$| ^

H oilywood.JFlorfda

Edward Lyon
Beloeil, Quebec

Craig Mackintosh
India W
Katryn Mackintosh
India fg

I

i Reynolds
nstead, Quebec

i Reynolds
nstead, Quebec

jvid Reynolds (Robert)

Scott Macintosh
India

Kristin MacPherson
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia

Mariana Manzanarez
Acapulas Mapcico

Kapfc^^flfcaniei
Edmonton, AlB^ffl

Cullen McDonough
Oromocto, N.B.

Caroline McRae
Beacons field, Quebec

Christine Michaud
Roberval, Quebec

Andrea Mickie
Dammam, Saudi Arabia

Colin Mickie
Dammam, Saudi Arabia

Sharmila Mohare
Montreal, Quebec

Pierre Montminy
Levis, Quebec

Barton, Vermont

Alain Savard
St. Foy, Quebec
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